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Thanksgiving Day
will be a day of rejoicing and thanksgiving for
your family if, during 1901, you have secured
a policy in The Prudential. If not, it is time
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November, and next year you may not be insurable.
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A,l the tiinieDts of this bnreau are of the best.
Fine locks; sttel-bearing eastern ; French plate mirror, bevelled, and the ImM construction throughout.
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piece, with no increase in cost from breaking a Bet.
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The Rev. Joshph A. Fredettb, assistant at the church of Our Lady of the
Rosary, Spencer, Ma«s for the past six
months, has been transferred to St.
Joseph's Church, Worcester.

The Rev. John F. Conlin, assistant at
a corporation organized nnder the laws St. Louis' Church, Webster, Macs., has
of the Commonwealthof Massachusetts, been transferred to St. Michael's Catheand consisting of one hundred of the dral, Springfield.
leading Catholic clergymen of New
The Rev. Daniel W. Murphy, P. R.,
England.
of St. Mary's Church, Dover, X. H.,
?
will be raised to the dignity of Domestic
OFFICERS:
Prelate on Thanksgiving Day.
Pbksidznt, Bight Rev. Monsignor Griffin,
A week's mission for the people of St.
D. D., Worcester, Mass.
Vicb - Pbbsidbnts : Kight Rev. Mon- Cecilia's Church, Back Bay, opened last

?

November 23,

,
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Shine comes quick?looks best and lasts longest?always was
and is the best polish?never cakes on the stove.
ALSO IN PASTE FORM?"SUN PASTE STOVE POLISH."

Sunday, under the direction of a number of wayward womenand girls, was opened
Passionist Fathers from Hoboken, last week, andblessed by Bishop McDonnell. It will be in charge of the Sisters
J.
of St. Joseph, and is under thedirection
The Rev. James Y. Hanrahan, form- of the Society of St. Vincent dc Paul.
erly of Springfield, a graduate of the
A great mission will be given at the
American College at Rome, has been apchurch, New York, during the
Church,
Paulist
pointed assistant at St. Mary's
entire month of January, to be followed
Milford, Mass.
by a series of lectures for non-Catholics.
The silver jubilee of the parish of St. The Paulist
Fathers will go from house
Vincent dc Paul, Chicago, was celebrated to house
throughout the parish and
established,
N>v. 10. The parish was
notify each member of the congregation
twenty-five years ago, by the Very Rev.
of the coming mission. This visitation
M.
Edward M. Smith, C.
has already began, and will end shortly
Henry Meyer of Philadelphia and before Christmas.
Francis Haegele of Johnstown, Perm.,
The Sisters of Notre Dame desire to
made their solemn vows, Nov. 13, as
return
heartfelt thanks to the Sacred
Benedictine monks at St. Bernard's
Heart Review for courtesies shown
Abbey, Cullman County, Ala.
them on the occasion of the death and
The Rev. J. P. OMallky, rector of St. burial of their beloved Sister Superior
Ignatius' Church, Kingston, Perm., has Julia ; also to the officials of the Boston
been appointed to St. John's, Pittston, and Maine, and of the Boston and Alas successor to the new bishop of Scran- bany Railroads, for unexampled kindton, the Right Rev. Eugene A. Garvey, ness and sympathy extended to the
D. D.
mourners during the transfer of the coffin from Salem to the Cincinnati train.
St.
Church,
Louis,
St.
Old
Teresa's
Mo, built thirty-six years ago, has been
THErequiem MassinSt. John'sChurch,
taken down, and the site is to be used Peabody, for Rev. Mother Julia, provinfor a playground of the parish school. cial superior of the Sisters of Notre
The new church was dedicated last Dame in the United States, was celemonth, and the old parish boundaries brated by the Rev. Timothy Brosnahan,
now include eight or ten parishes.
P. R., of Waltham, with theRev. Arthur
of
N.

The Rev. John F. McQoade has
been appointed rector of the cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul, Philadelphia, to succeed the Rev. Joseph F.
O Keefe, who has become pastor of the
church of St. Catherine of Siena,

J. Teeling, P. R., of Lynn, deacon ; and
the Rev. Lawrence P. McCarthy, P. R.,
of East Boston, subdeacon ; the Rev.
Louis S. Walsh of Salem, master of
ceremonies. Rt. Rev. Monsignor Thomas
Griffin of Worcester pronounced the

Wayne, Perm.

Bishop Prendergast.
A mission to non-Catholics was given
with good results at West Derry, N. H.,
last week by the Rev. Xavier Sutton,
C- P.
Mrs. Alice Mbynell, the Catholic
English essayist and poet, sister of Lady
Butler, the artist, is now in California,
and has lectured twice in San Francisco
A new main altar in the church of the
Ascension, West 107th street. New York,
the gift of a parishioner,was consecrated
by Archbishop Corrigan Nov. 12.

Bishop Brondel of Helena dedicated
the church of the Sacred Heart, in Butte,
Montana, Nov. 10.

RECENT DEATHS.
The Rev. Francis A. Wimsey of St.
Peter's Cathedral, Cincinnati, Ohio, died
Nov. 11 at the Good Samaritan Hospital
conducted by the Sisters of Charity.
His requiem was sung by Archbishop
Elder Nov. 14 at the cathedral.
Sister Hilda O'Connor, of the Sisters
of Charity, of St. Philomena's Convent,
St. Louis, died at the Mullanphy Hospital Nov. 7th. She entered the novitiate
at Emmittsburg, Md., eleven years ago.
Three of her sisters are in the order.
Sister Mary Gabriel (Riordan) of the
Order of Mercy, Manchester, N. H., departed this life Nov. 6. On Nov. 8 the
first Mass of requiem was said for her by
the Right Rev. D. M. Bradley, and later
a second Mass at which Rev. William
Riordan, Rev- Cornelius Riordan and
Rev. Joseph Riordan, brothers of the
deceased, officiated.
The funeral of Mrs. Catherine Glynn,
mother of the Rev. Lawrence J. Glynn,
took place Monday at 10 a. m. from St.
Peter's Church, Cambridge, at which
Father Glynn is one of the assistants.
Solemn high Mass was celebrated by the
Rev. John Flatley, pastor of St. Peter's
Church, assisted by the Rev. M. J. Owens
of St. Catherine's Church, Charlestown,
deacon, the Rev. P. C. Quinn of the
church of the Blessed Sacrament, Roxbury, sub-deacon, and the Rev. T. J.
McCormack of the Boston Cathedral
master of ceremonies. Seated within
the body of the church were about
fifty clergymen. The deceased leaves,
besides Rev. Lawrence J. Glynn, two
daughters, and the four sons who acted
as pallbearers.
May their souls and the souls of all
the faithful departedrest in peace.

The will of Mrs. Nellie Donovan, widow
of Michael Donovan of Charlestown,
filed in the Suffolk probate office, contains these public bequests To the
Home for Destitute Catholic Children,
$300 ; $200 each to the Holy Ghost Hospital for Incurables, the Working Boys'
Home and the Free Home for Consumptives ; $100 each to the Little Sisters of
the Poor and St. Mary's Infant Asylum,
and $500 to the Rev. J. W. McMahon for
a tower or towers for St. Mary's Church,
negro
missions. One Charlestown.
educated for the
» ?
?
is of the
ordained
deacons
newly
of the
The Aihenxam of Nov. 2 states that Gold Medal, Psvris. 1900
colored raceCanon J. B. Bagshawe of Richmond,
As altar of the Sacred Heart, made of England, whose recent death has been
colored marble and mosaic, is to be announced, wrote, some years ago, a
given by the parishioners of the church volume entitled, ' The Threshold of the
of the Holy Name, New York, in mem- Catholic Church,' which has passed
ory of the late Rev. J. M. Galligan. A through many editions, and up to almember of the parish has lately given a most the last day of his life he was engaged in passing the proofs of a new
memorialfont of the same material.
work, ' The Treasure of the Church,' to
The motherhouse of the Sisters of the be issued by Messrs. Burns & Oates."
Holy Ghost, West Dubuque, la., was
slDJaa c° M^*
The Young Ladies' Charitable Assoblessed by Archbishop Keane, Nov. 2
ciation have chosen for their annual
This orderwas founded by the late Archbishop Hennessey in 1890. There is an- winter's festival to present " Jack Frost
and the Merry Sleigh-Bells" at the
other motherhonse at the convent of Vendome,
Commonwealth avenue, BosTexas.
Antonio,
of
Lady
Light,
San
Our
ton, Dec. 16 21, in aid of the Free Home
Among the five Sisters recently refor Consumptives, Quincy street, DorHj WALTER «**\u25a0* \u25a0 W l-^
ceived into the order of the Holy Fam- chester. The prize will be a snow-white
ily at New Orleans, four taking their pony. Among the tables will be a South
"KNOWN THE WOR.L.D OVER."
final vows and one the holy habit, was End flower table in charge of Mrs. James
received the Highest endorseHernandez,
of Ha- Treanor and Mrs. Joseph O Neill; a Htva
ments from the, modion.l prrxotlStfiorita Franctsca
tioner, the nurse, and the Intelligent
vana (Sister M- Charles Borromeo). Two " Harvard Candy Table," directed by
housekeeper and caterer V V V
of the Sisters will probably be assigned Miss Elizabeth Noera and Miss Blanche
to British Honduras.
Mclntire, who will be assisted by "The WALTER BAKER & CO. un*ed
F.jtablijhed 1780
The Ozanam Home for Friendless Club"of Cambridge; a dolls' table in
Holy
Trinity
Ochs,
care
of
Miss
Bertha
street,
46
48
Women at
and
Concord
D O R.C HE STE R..
Brooklyn, N. V., intendedfor the shelter Branch; a "Mystery Table," presided -??????i?\u25a0»\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0«^-i?\u25a0"*

Sister Ildefonse, of the Sisters of
Charity, Pittsburg, Pa., celebrated her
silver jubilee on All Saints' Day. The
Saturday, Nov. 23, 1901. Rev. A. A. Lambing, a brother, of Wilkinsburg, Perm., said the Jubilee Mass,
and another brother, the Rev. Michael
ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
Lambing, of Scottdale, Pa., acted as
We beg to inform our subscribers in deacon.
Brookline and Roxbury that Mrs. B. A.
Four priests and two deacons were
Donahoe, our regular collector for those
by Bishop Curtis, Nov. 1, in
districts, will bfgin to visit them next ordained of
chapel
St. Joseph's Seminary,
the
Mrs.
Donahoe
will
week. We hope that
Md.,
Baltimore,
where young men are
cordial welcome from every

receive a
reader of the Review.
The Forty Hours' Devotion takes
place next week in St. Patrick's Church,
Roxbury, and St. Joseph's, Lowell.
Dr J- Joseph Dunn of New Haven
has been appointed professor of Gaelic
languages at the Catholic University,
Washington, D. C.
The golden jubileeof the Rev. Philip
Laurent, pastor of St. Matbias' Church,
Muscatine, lowa, occurred Nov. 7.
The corner-stone of the new parish
house of St. John the Baptist Church,
Manayunk, Perm., was laid Nov. 10, by

over by Miss Dowling, of the Mission
Parish. These are a few among the
many attractions.

:
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ThWek?sNews.
The Governor?s

The

Thanksgiving proclamation

issued by his Excellency, W.

Murray Crane, governor of Massa" I hereby appoint, with the advice
and consent of the Council, Thursday, Nov.
28, to be a day of thanksgiving and praise.
On this day let us express our gratitude to Almighty
God for His unceasing care and protection. We have
many reasons for thankfulness and praise. The earth
has yielded an abundant harvest, the public health
has been preserved from the ravages of epidemics, and
industry and labor have enjoyed the benefits of widespread prosperity. Religion, morality and temperance
were never more strongly enthroned in the hearts of
the people. In recognition of our manifold blessings,
I recommend that on the day named, the people of
the Commonwealth gather at their usual places of
worship, and by family firesides, to pay homage to
God for the wonderful mercies of His providence."
Thanksgiving

Proclamation. chusetts, is as follows

:

That is a queer story which the
newspapers copied from the San
Call, this week, about
Francisco
Klondike.
from the
the discovery of the existence, in
Dawson, of a huge conspiracy for the overthrow of the
the
local government of the Northwest territory, and
establishing of a republic, with Dawson as its capital.
According to the details of the story, arms, ammuniover the railtion and provisions have been taken in
road, and hidden at strategic points. Prominent
American residents of Skagway are said to be leaders
in the conspiracy. Miners to the number of 5,000 are
for
said to await the summon to arms, ready to fight
the independencefrom Dominion government of the
gold-fields, camps and towns. The plan is to overpower the mounted police, arrest the civil authorities
and take the government into their own hands. The
rigors of the Arctic winter would give the insurgents
six months' immunity from attack by Canadian or
British troops, and the adventurous arch-conspirators
by the
hope for intervention or outside assistance
permit the invaice
snow
will
melting
and
of
the
time
sion of their isolated republic.
Sir Patteson McKalls, a Liberal,
and a prominent member of the
Rowdies
stock exchange, presided on
Boers.
Attack ProTuesday night at a pro-Boer
hundred
meeting held at Maidstone, Kent- Several
purpose of
Torieß occupied the gallery, for the expressinterrupted
creating a disturbance. Sir Patteson was
great
by groans and songs, but managed to say that
seeking for
are
Englishmen
thoughtful
numbers of
waste of life in South Africa,
means to stay the terrible
threatening the nation. He
now
peril
great
and the
as an alterfavored offering the Boers definite terms,
policy
and
extermination
BUbjugation
native for the
of
rowdies
a
lot
Finally,
of the Tory government.
meeting broke up in
stormed the platform and the
great disorder.
A meeting of delegates of the
societies of the German-American
Sympathy
of Cleveland has
for the Boers. Central Board
been held to arrange for a massof the Boers. The
meeting of citizens in the interests
ConGerman-American societies intend to petition
to
send
Boers,
of
and
the
in
behalf
gress to intervene
The memorial
a memorial to President Roosevelt. steps to stop
will ask the President to take immediate New
Orleans
the shipment of horses and mules from
in
forces
British
by
used
the
to
be
to Cape Town
stiputo
the
contrary
it
is
Sonth Africa, asserting that
and
lations of an existing treaty with Great Britain
ictona,
\
Queen
calling attention to a proclamation of
enforcement
dated April 26, 1898, calling for the strict
United
of the treaty during the war between the
be reminded
will
also
President
The
Spain.
States and
camps in
of the condition of the British concentration
by
established
the
precedent
of
Africa,
South
and
to
the
reconcentrado
regard
President McKinley in
camps in Cuba.
Early on Sunday morning about
seventy-five strikers, armed with
Troops Out
at the
in Kentucky. rifles, attacked the guards Co.,
mines of the Providence Coal
Ky. A long fight
seventeen miles from Madisonville,
attacking
party. One
of
the
ended in the withdrawal
and another
killed,
been
to
have
is
known
striker
Queer Story

severely wounded, and three of the guards were
wounded. It is said that other strikers were shot and
carried away by their comrades. In consequence of
this, two companies of state troops are now on duty
in the vicinity of MadisonviUe.
Nearly 800 men, comprising the
Eight Hundred
entire force of brakemen, freightMen on Strike. handlers and switchmen of the
New York division of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford railroad, went on
strike this week. The reputed cause of the refusal of
the men to work is the discharge of the assistant
superintendent, Robert Thurbush, of the Mott Haven
yards. The strike affects the tugboat and float system
of the road in New York City. Officials of the company, including General Freight Agent J. Wardrup
and General Superintendent W. M. Sheppard, held a
conference on Tuesday night last, at Mott Haven.
They were in session for some time, and on adjourning would say nothing about the strike. In the meantime, committees of the strikers were in conference.
The meeting was a secret one. After it was over,
some of the men who appeared to be leaders were
asked for a statement. None was forthcoming as to
what they would do, or as to whether any further
action would be taken towards securing sympathizers
in other branches of the company's employees.
At the Democratic convention
The Coming City held in Steinert Hall, this city,
on Wednesday night, the Hon.
Election.
P. A. Collins, who last year was
defeated by the Republican candidate, was again
chosen by acclaim as the party's candidate for the
mayorality. On the preceding evening Mayor Hart
was renominated by the Republicans at just as harmonious a meeting, so that the battle for the mayorality stands, as far as the two principal candidates are
concerned, exactly as it did at the last election. Interest in this coming election is shown by the great
increase in the number of registered voters. When
the registration closed on last Wednesday evening,
110,431 men bad their names on the list, this being by
several thousands the largest voting-list in the history
of Boston. The women voters have turned out in
large numbers to have their names added, and there
are more women voters upon the list today than at
any time since the O'Brien Hart campaign of a dozen
years ago. In that campaign there were close on to
20,000 women entitled to vote for school committee,
but at no timesince that yearhas the women's votinglist gone higher than 13,000.
Bridgeport, Conn., appears to
have a decidedly plain, blunt man
Some Reforms
in Bridgeport. for mayor just at present. His
name is Dennis Mulvihill, and he
is a stoker by occupation. He has begun to reform
things already. Asa starter, he opposes the building
of a new city hall- He says that it is a luxury, and
that he does not intend to have it built. The occupants of the city hall had begun to arrange for the
removal of their effects so that the bull ting could be
torn down. He opposed the project from its inception, and as an aldermandid all he could to delay it.
As for the office of fire marshal, which has a salary
attached to it of $500, he says it is a sinecure, and
will have it abolished immediately. There are other
offices which he will endeavor to abolish.
The President and Secretary of
Reducing Troops War have decided upon another
reduction of the military forces in
in Cuba.
Cuba.
This action was taken
after receiving a report from General Wood at Havana
that a reduction could be made because of the tranquil condition of Cuba. Another reason for the withdrawal of troops at this time is that, owing to the
ordering of several regular regiments to the Philippines, it is found advisable to strengthen the garrisons in this country. Orders have been prepared at
the War Department directing the return to the
United Btates from Cuba of the headquarters of the
Second Regular Cavalry, together with one squadron
of that regiment.
The Prussian government has determined, apparently, to pursue a
Prussia
and the Poles. vigorous policy against the Polish
secret societies, which have been
increasing very rapidly of late. The trial of thirteen
Polish students for belonging to secret societies at the
universities or technical colleges in Berlin, Lelpeig,
Breslau, Griefswald, Halle, Darmstadt, Karlsruhe, and
other German cities was begun the other day at Poten.

VOL. 26-NO. 21.
The public prosecutor charged that these societies
were united in a Polish Btudents' league, having for
its objects the organization of the Polish youth, and
ultimately an insurrection, to recreate the former
kingdom of Poland into an independent state. Most
of the students' societies have been dissolved by the

authorities.

An American official just returned
The French Who from Paris reports that he has
Fought for Us. been overhauling the musty records of the War and Navy
Departments of France for the purpose of preparing
lists of the ollicers, soldiers and sailors of the French
nation who fought for the independence of the American colonies. The names of over 10,000 of these have
been listed, and the French government has promised
to publish them in book form, with all the data regarding the battles in which the sea and land forces took
part during the AmericanRevolution. The French War
and Navy Departments are lending all the assistance
possible to this project.
ex-queen
Liliuokalani,
of
Liliuokalani?sClaim. Hawaii, has come to the United
States again, to try to secure a
settlement with the government of her claim to the
Hawaiian crown-lands. The crown-lands of Hawaii
aggregate 1,000,000 acres, and theii value is $20,000,000.
They embrace some of the most valuable fcugar estates
in the islands. Tney are now netting the Federal
government about $500 000 yearly in rentals. When
the monarchy was overthrown,the provisional government took possession of the crown-lands, and its successor, the republic of Hawaii, turned them over to the
United States when the islands were annexed. During
all this time Liliuokalani has persisted in declaring
that the crown-lands were her property. The Hawaiian
Legislature adopted a bill to give her $250,000 for them,
but Governor Dole vetoed it.
A conference of twenty union

Want Federal

labor leaders in Dallas, Texas,
was held this week to secure
action in the coming session of
Congress against certain Federal
judges. The injunctions recently issued by Judge
Kohlsaat at Chicago were the direct cause of the conference held in Dallas today. A petition to the Senate
and the House of Representatives was adopted unanimously, and a copy prepared for ratification by
every labor union in Dallas and every such organization in the United States. The petition reads : "The
undersigned citizens of the United States and
residents of Dallas, Tex., respectfully petition your
honorable body, in Congress assembled, to make an
investigation to ascertain if United States Judge
Kohlsaat of the Northern District of Illinois, or any
other United States Judges, have deprived citizens of
their liberty, by wilfully violating the law in issuing
injunctions, and if guilty to take the necessary measures for his or their impeachment." This petition is
to be placed in the hands-of Congressman Dudley GWooten of the Dallas district by the local organized
labor bodies, to be brought to the attention of ConJudges
Investigated.

gress.

The annual report of ComImmigration Figures. missioner General Powderly
of the Immigration Bureau
shows the total steerage arrivals in the United States
during the year to have been 487,918, an increase over
the preceding year of 39 346, or approximately 9 per
cent. Of this increase 2,020 came through Canadian
ports, and the remainder through ports of this country. There were blbo 74,950 other alien passengers
who came in the cabin, making a total for the year of
562 868. The ratio of increase of Italian immigration
compared with those from the same country last year
is approximately 36 per cent., or more than three-fold
the ratio of increase from all Europe.

The Irish parliamentary leaders who are touring
this country were given a special audience by President Roosevelt, at Washington, this week. The President received them with cordiality in the receptionroom adjoining the cabinet room, and astonished his
visitors by the intimateknowledge of the Irish situation which he displayed.
The municipal elections throughout Spain have
resulted in a large majority for the supporters of the
government.

A " Peace party" has been formed in the Philippines, with Paterno, the former head of the Filipino Cabinet, at president.
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A Tip on Betting.
"Half of all persons who bet
theirmoney, and the other half

observes the Catholic Columbian.
»

?

A

»

Queer Spectacle.

The Oldest Catholic Editor.
The Review, of St. Louis, says : " The Nestor of active Catholic journalists is, we believe, D. Leon Carbonero y Sol, the editor of La Cruz, a monthly religon the election, lost ious magazine published at Madrid, Spain. Don
deserved to," sagely Leon founded his magazine on Nov. 19, 1852, and has
ever since been its editor. Although now ninety years
old, he has never failed in all these forty-nine years to
publish the magazine punctually."

* *
" What an incongruous thing is the present French (Jet Anarchy Out ot *the Anarchists.
government," remarks Church Progress. "Only a few
Aye
The
Maria is commenting on a certain proposed
weeks ago we saw it drive thousands of Catholics into
for anarchy when it says: "Getting the anarexile. This week we saw it wresting from Turkey cure
chists out of the country is, indeed, one way; anrecognition of religious institutions and their exempother, and, we venture to suggest, a better way, is by
tion from certain taxes."
getting anarchy out of the anarchists. Christianity,
?
?
?
founded on obedience to authority, is the antithesis
Unity that Doesn't Unite.
of anarchy, founded on revolt against authority.
Says the Catholic Record: "The aspirations for unity Strengthen the hold of the
Christian religion on the
expressedbo frequently of late by various non-Cathohearts of the people by religious teaching, by the relic sects all labor under thisradical defect, that they ligious family life, and the religious national life, and
ignore the qualities of that unity for which Christ
you may leave anarchy to die of inanition."
prays, and which is to be found only in the bosom of
?

the Catholic Church."

*

?

The

?

The Purpose ot the Catholic Paper.
"The purpose of the Catholic paper," as given by
the Pittsburg Observer, is to explain the teachings of
the Church, to print the news of the religious world,
to entertain its readers, and to vindicate their civic
rights. Its first duty is to spread the faith. Unless it
is instructive,as well as newsy and interesting, it faila
in the highest feature of its mission."

"

\u25a0
?
a
The Cableman In Rome.
Those of us who pay any attention to current affairs
see, from time to time, the strangest yarns emanating
from newspaper correspondents in Rome, regarding
the doings of the Pope, the cardinals and other members of the hierarchy. The Catholic Mirror says, truly
More glaring misstatements of facts and misconceptions of conditions are cabled from the Vatican than
from any other news Bource."

:

"

?

?

?

Their Own Fault.

Majnr-Ueneral's

"

:

"If the republic of France is not what it ought to
be," says an editorial in the Denver Catholic, " the fault
of course lies with its own people. They allowthemselves to be misruled ; they are divided among themselves, and they refuse to lay aside theirpetty quarrels,
to be able to oppose one solid phalanx to the enemies
of their rights as Christian citizens in a Christian of the various orders."
?
?
»
land."
c
c
As to Sunday Saloons.
?
The Irue Witness of Montreal contributes to the disThe Right View ot It.
going on in New York, regarding the opening
cussion
No, we do not believe in publishing reports about or closing of saloons on Sundays, an editorial
from
religious people who go wrong?Catholic or non-Cath- which we
take the following : "The Belling of liquor,
olic," says the Pittsburg Catholic. "It is not a good the opening of saloons, the affording
opportunities to
point to make, nor is it news to herald the wrongmen of intemperate habits to do wrong, are all equally
doings of people. We much rather prefer to publish
undesirable on Sunday or on Monday ; but thecircumtheir good deeds. When we listen to folk retailing stances of Sunday being a day
consecrated to God,
faults that have no need of publicity, our curiosity is and being a day when men are at
liberty and not
aroused to this effect?is the narrator without sin?"
bound to theirwork, make the temptations and abuses
?
?
»
a hundredfold greater than during the course of the
A South African Ireland.
week. That which is a restricted or comparative or
" The trouble in South Africa has, up to this date, relative evil on week-days becomes a positive and
cost England overa billiondollars ; about one-third as unmitigated evil on Sunday."
?
?
?
much as our great Civil War cost the federal government," says the Catholic Citizen.
This drain on the Catholic Doctrines Gaining Ground.
resources of England is making her poor. She has not
The two Catholic doctrines which seem to come
the recuperative means that the United States had
nearest to the hearts of good Protestants are those of
a wealth of pnblic lands and the influx of immigration. devotion to the blessed Mother of God, and
the belief
And the situation in South Africa shows no improve- in purgatory," remarks the iSouthern Messenger.
These
ment. The war is apt to drag on. A South African have already been, to some extent,
adopted by the
Ireland is an assured fact."
Episcopalians and the Presbyterians, also partly by
?
?
?
the Methodists, both in England and America. A
The Same Old England.
Protestant minister in England declared the other
The Catholic Union and limes pays its respects to the day that a belief in the doctrineof purgatory is spreadBritish government as follows : " In its determination ing over that country, and only unreasoning prejudice
to exterminate the Boers from their homes and their prevented the universal adoption of that' beautiful
country, the brutalities which it perpetrates upon the doctrine, that helpful doctrine, that true doctrine.'
women and children of the burghers are a disgrace to Far from sneering at them, let us rather rejoiceat their
our Christian civilization. Yet this is the England that approach step by step to the portals of the One, Holy,
held up her hands with indignation and horror at the Catholic Church"
rigors of Weylerism in Cuba, and that poses as the
?
?
*
champion of Protestantism, and the source and centre A Better Subject for a Sermon.
of all Christian culture and progress!"
ot
The Union
Ottawa tells about a Protestantclergy?
?
?
man in that city, who professes to have a great admirCertificates Needed from the Men.
ation for the Catholic Church as an institution, and
Says the Intermountain: " The young men of Norwho announces that he will deliver a course of serway are jubilant over a law lately passed in that mons refuting the doctrine of purgatory. " Of what
country providing that in future any woman who de- practical account to the members of his congregation
sires to get married must present to the proper
not one of whom believes in purgatory or perhaps
authorities a certificate showing that she is skilled in ever expects to be so fortunate as to get there ?will
the arts of cooking, sewing, knitting, and embroider- this lecture be?" asks our esteemed contemporary.
ing. The young women are wondering why no cer- "If he expects to be original on the point and to make
tificates are to be required from men which shall a sensation he will fail lamentably, for he can rest
assured that the subject has been threshed out to the
prove that they are able to support their wives."

.

"

"

?

"

?
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utmost tenuity before. Would it not be better to
preach a rattling fine sermon on the very practical
and eminently patriotic subject of the increase of the

census of 1911 over that of 1901? "
?

»

?

A Characteristic of Modern Journalism.
"The argument is very old, that men must know
everything," says the Casket. "It is an argument that
was first used by thedevil in the garden of Eden, when
he tempted Eve. It is not bo much the knowledge
of evil that injures mankind, as the mode in which it
is acquired. If the young are to learn of the existence
of sin and crime, and the ways and means by which
sin and crime are perpetrated, the knowledge should
be given them at right times and in right manner.
The teaching must not be accompanied by the jests,
the laugh, or the diabolical suggestions of unscrupulous instructors, else the devil is doing the teaching.
And it is this very mode of putting evil things before
the mind, this mode of teaching by branding with hot
irons, that most strongly marks the daily press and
weekly and Sunday papers of the day."
?

* #
Mistake.

Majirr General John R. Brooke, U. S. A., made a
speech the other evening before a British society, in
which, among other Anglo-Saxonisms, he said : England has never conquered any country except for that
country's good." Commenting on this, the Catholic
News s&ys: "Aside from the bad taste of an official
representative of the government of the United States
using such language, there is good reason for objection to General Brooke's statements. In the first
place, they are not true, for it is a monstrous lie to
say that ' England has never conquered any country
but for the country's good.' The case of Ireland
alone is sufficient to disprove such twaddle."
?
?
»
The "Journal" Also In the Pillory.
The Herald was not the only newspaper which printed
the advertisementof Margaret Shepherd some weeks
ago. The Journal also accepted the advertisement of
this fraud, with her indecent lectures. The Republic's
comments are as follows " Reputable papers in other
cities have refused to print this woman's advertisements. Reputable papers in Boston have refused to
print them. Catholics should not overlook the action
of the Herald and Journal, which makes these two
papers parties to the vile slanders and filthy abuse
poured out from her impure lips against the Catholic
Church and devoted, pious, pure and stainless Sisters

"

4

?

?

Of the German and the Irißh races, and their respective parts in the up-building of the Church in Detroit,
the Michigan Catholic says : " Both races have furnished
examples of sacrifice anddevotionwhich illuminate the
history of the Catholic Church in all the ages. Where
there has been competition between them, it has not
been born of the selfish desire to control, so much as
of the desire to excel each other in spreading the
light. The very best priests who served under the
Belgian bishop of Detroit, Dr. Lefevre, were born
Irishmen and born Germans. The very best priests
who served under the late Dr. Borgess were Irishmen
and the sons of Irishmen, though he was German
born. The most faithful priests serving today under
Bishop Foley, a son of the Irish race, include Germanborn priests and the sons of German parents."

*

*

*

New York Reformers Change.
The reformers of New York are apparently in favor
of legalizing the sale of liquor on Sunday," says the
Catholic Iranscript. " Under the Strong administration,
such license was denounced as outrageous. During
the interim, their ideas of right and wrong seem to
have undergone a radical modification. Then, they
resorted to grotesque methods for closing the saloon
doors. They were sure they were right, and denounced
roundly all who had the hardihood to differ with them.
Now, their policy amounts to an open confession that
they were wrong. Perhaps they are no more infallible now than they were seven years ago. We shall
have to be patient and study results before being able
to conclude that they alone are capable of keeping the
first American city on the highest moral plane, at
least very many degrees higher than that of any other
community on earth."

"

Not So Anglo-Saxon as We Look.
"We are, at a distance, greatly inclined to judge
countries superficially," says the New Century. " Because a certain set in New York?vulgarly called
1
smart,' ?apes the frivolities of the leisure class in
England, it is presumed that the people of the United
States are in entire sympathy with the aims and processes of English statesmen, and that the most ardent
ally that England has?the only one, in fact,?is the
United States, and that there is really such a thing as
But
' Anglo-Saxonism 'in this wide country.
in no country in the world is there such deep and
intense hatred of English methods of conquest, of
English pretensions to superior civilization, as in the
United States, Kipling had, for a time, an influence
in fosterintr a false admiration of English imperialism
and its methods. But the revelation of the South
African war has moderated the adulation even of the

.,

.

Anglomaniacs."

?

?

?

Pope Leo and the University.
" The elevation of the rector of theCatholic University to the dignity of bishop is accepted by the Catholics of the United States," Bays the Western Watchman,
as the departing blessing of the dying pontiff upon
a darling institution of his old age. Leo is slowly
taking leave of the world in whose history for a quarter
of a century he has so largely figured ; and his last
acts are as seals on the works of his earlier years. The
University of Freiburg and the University of Washington are linked with his pontificate and will always
proclaim him as the patron of letters and the promoter of the higher studies among the clergy. They
both owe their existence to his generous encouragement and will live to reap the glorious fruitage of his
fostering care. The University at Washington is in
its infancy, but has passed the period of experiment
and of promise, and it is firmly planted in the con-

"

fidence

and affection of the American Church."

5
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children beyond any desire or aptitude for honest toral we do not know. He quotes the pastoral, and
labor, Porto Rico can only submit. It is Porto Rico, yet in the very next sentence makes misstatements on
by the way, which is paying for these American exthe very subjects that it so carefully explains. We
Look on page 9 for an account of a mission to non- periments in education that do not benefit Porto really expected
more intelligence from the Independent
Catholics given in Manchester, N. H., recently, by the Rican children.
than to print such an ignorant communication, and

EditoralNotes.

Rev. Xavier Sntton, C. P.

We receive striking testimony to the winning power
The Spectator of London says that an Englishman
of reverence the reverence that the Catholic Church
can move as fast as a Boer, but he does not as yet teaches, practices, and insists upon in all her cereknow how. It all depends on the direction in which monies from an unexpected
source, in an article by
an Englishman is moving, esteemed contemporary.
theRev. Andrew Gray, D. D., in the Diocese oj Springan Episcopalian paper. He says:?
" Devotion to the Holy Bouls " is the title of an field, evidently
verily
I
believe
that the Protestant bodies around
"
editorial in a Protestant Episcopal paper published in
us,
it, are, by outward irreverence,
without
intending
Chicago, called the Angelus. It advocates prayers for
training hundreds of their young peoplefor the Church
the souls in purgatory, Baying :?
of Rome. Irreverence, in outward form, is one of the
departedkindred, friends and acquaintweak features of Protestantism; while, on the other
" If we haveexpedite
their passage from purgatory to
ances, let us
hand, with all her corruptions in doctrine, and her
paradise. But in our love and solicitude for inmost unscrlptural and modern polity, Rome's strongdividuals let us not forget the great company of the
hold is her reverence in outwardform, in public worHoly Souls. May Almighty God be propitious to
ship, especially so in this country. And so when
them."
young people (who all through their life have been
accustomed to habits and practices which are far from
Remember the poor at Thanksgiving? not loftily or
being reverent) happen some day to go into the Church
patronizingly. Such feelings are not Christian. Reof Rome to a wedding or a funeral, and see thereverent
member them as brothers and sisters of the family of habits, customs and demeanor of the worshippers
there, they are struck at once with the propriety and
Christ, and help them accordingly, without ostentafitness
of such outward expression of reverence in the
tion and without vanity. In one of Longfellow's
House
of God, they are often captivated, and become
the
monk
poems the vision of Our Lord addresses to
an easy prey to Rome."
these words?a paraphrase of Holy Writ, and much in
danger of being overlooked in our day of scientific
?

?

charity :?
doest
" Whatsoever thing thou lowest,
To the least of mine and
That thou doest unto Me."

"A little nonsense now and then is relished by the
wisest men." The Rev. Mr. Starbuck evidently knows
a good joke, and his great learning is no bar to his
enjoyment of it. His appreciation of our eflorts to
temper our editorial seriousness with reading-matter
of a lighter kind in another department of our paper
is shown by the following note :
" Dear Father O'Brien:
?

?

The great president Finney used to be particularly
fond of' Pebbles' in a paper. If he had read the Review, he might have become a Catholic by contagion
of enjoyment. You surely have a genius for selection
in the office."
In the same note Mr. Starbuck, commenting on a
paper by Mr. William A. Leahy on " The Races in
Ireland," recently published in the Review, says:?

" Mr. Leahy's view of Irish and British ethnology
agrees exactly with Beddoe and Canon Taylor. In
each island denominatio At a majore parte."
Two novelists Messrs. Hall Came and Gilbert
Parker have their two latest books respectively reviewed in the New York Evening Post. Both of these
authors have been pleased to treat, in the particular
books under discussion, of Catholic affairs. The reviewer of the Evening Post is not favorably impressed
with the way in which the Church is misinterpreted
and misrepresented by Hall Came and Parker, and
the concluding paragraph of his criticism is as
?

?

follows :?

feature of their objection" The most objectionable
association ofreligion and bad

able books is the wanton
morals. But a Church which has suffered and lived
through so many reverses and much contumely will
doubtless survive an unholy alliance forced upon it
by Irresponsible

novelists."

lit Porto Rico, as in the Philippines, the wholesale
education business begun by the United States government is proving a stumbling-block rather than a
help to the natives. There is such a thing as overdoing the forcing process in education. The special
correspondentof the New York Evening Post says :
"The Porto Rican child is certainly being 'crammed'
by the Educational Department. The school facilities
?

are advancing faster than the pupil. The country child
In these fine new schoolhouses acquires tastes beyond
the capabilities of his home. The result is a dissatisfied mind, and the nursing of ambitions beyond his
sphere. What Porto Rico wants is skilled laborers and

agriculturalists."
It is not what Porto Rico wants or needs that
bothers the average American official in that islßnd.
It is what the United States government wants. And
if that government wants to educate Porto Rican

with editorial commendation, too.
The Duty of Giving Thanks.
Before the next issue of the Review, Thanksgiving
Day will have come and gone. We take this opportunity, therefore, to make a few reflections upon the
duty of thankfulness which we owe to God for the
blessings and graces which He has showered upon us
during the year. One of the greatest mistakes that we
can make is to imagine that it is only at certain crises
in our lives that God enters into our affairs. As a
matter of truth, the power of God is a sustaining
power. He does not exert His will to create us, and
then leave us to our own devices. We are dependent
upon Him not only for life, but for the continuanceof

life. His hand sustains and maintains us from hour
to hour and from day to day. The power or grace
with which God upholds and preserves ns in the world
is not intermittent, but continuous. The power of
God is around us like the air we breathe. It as truly
keeps us in the quiet and peace of our everyday life as
it does in the clamor and tumult of some terrible
catastrophe. Because it is bo common, and apparently
so natural, we forget the supernatural source from
which it proceeds. Yet we owe thanks to God for this
continuous, never-ceasing care by which He encircles
us. Thanksgiving Day has become a national institution in the United States, and it is well. Not once a
year, however, but every day of our lives, should we
thank God for the gifts and graces wherewith He
dowers us. We should thank Him also for our sorrows,
for our Lord makes use of sorrow to draw the heartsof
men closer to His own Sacred Heart.

Government Indian Schools a Failure.
It seems that, after all the talk that has been made
about the government's method of civilizing and educating the Indian, there are found to be such serious
fUws therein that it may well be called a failure.
William A. Jones, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, has
issued his annual report, and under the title Well
Meant Mistakes," he says a number of uncomplimentary things about the government's system,?things,
as the Transcript's correspondentputs it, " that many a
thoughtful man has had it in his mind to say, but that
almost every one has abstained from saying through A New Bishop for the Philippines.
The Rev. Charles Brent, who is going to the Philipfear of misinterpretation." Mr. Jones gives facts to
sb a Protestant Episcopal bishop, says that the
pines
show that the Indian children are brought into the
government boarding-schools " by cajolery, threats, Episcopal church has the same right to enter those
bribery, fraud or some other form of persuasion or islands as it had to enter Louisiana. But by what
force, in probably ninety cases out of a hundred." In right did it enter Louisiana? He says the Catholic
these schools the children are too well treated. They Church failed dismally in the Philippines, and saying
are pampered, and educated not at all in view of so, he goes contrary to the testimony of ministers
their future usefulness. The result of the training of his own creed, just as earnest and, presumably, just
received is to make the Indian unwilling or unable to us observant as he is. When he says he is going as
take up the work of life when he leaves the school. the representative of the nation Rev. Mr. Brent is
We have never been misled by ail the fuss made about absurd ; when he asserts he is going not as the enemy
the superiority of the government schools for Indians. of the Catholic Church we can not accept without
We have always believed,and always will believe, that qualification his statement, because all the sects?
the Church's way of civilizing, Christianizing, and Methodists, Baptists, Congregationalists, Episcopaeducating the Indian was the best way,? the only lians, what you will, seem to think more of, and cerway to produce good and lasting results. The people tainly rejoice more over, one proselyte from the
who have hampered the work of the Catholic Church Catholic Church than if tribes of heathens accepted
in caring for the Indians have small consolation, Protestantism. If Mr. Brent is really anxious to go
indeed, in the evidence of failure which Mr. Jones forth and rectify some missionary work which has
really "failed dismally " from a Christian standpoint,
presents in bis report.
(however great its success commercially), we advise
him to set sail for Hawaii. There and not in the
The " Independent's " Reliable Correspondent.
will he find a field for labor. And we
Philippines
Under the heading "The Manila Bishop's Pastoral,"
go quickly, because under the beneficent
advise
him
to
the Independent printed last week a communication
rule
of
Protestant
missionaries and their strenuous
from a correspondent whose name is not given, but
descendants
the
native
Hawaiians are disappearing so
whose reliability our esteemed contemporary vouches
rapidly
many of our Indian tribes,
soon,
that
like
for in an editorial note at the beginning of the article.
will
have
they
been
Christianized
off the face of the
The nameless writer attacks the Right Rev. Martin
earth.
Alcocer, bishop of Cebu, at present acting as administrator of the archdiocese of Manila, because that
How Methodism Has Changed.
Church dignitary would not permit a requiem Mass to
Dr. William North Rice of the Wesleyan University
be celebrated in the Manila cathedral for the late made an address before the Epworth
League ConferPresident McKinley. None but a man most deplorably ence in Springfield, last week,
which showed the
ignorant of the Catholic Church and its laws would changes
that have taken place in Methodism during
be such a fool as to criticize the Bishop for this. As a the past century. He
said:?
matter of f»ct, this ecclesiastic did far more in that
" One hundred years ago the Christian life was discase than any Catholic American prelate that we
trusted that did not begin with a violent conversion.
Children were baptized, hut they had no relationship
know of, inasmuch as he issued a pastoral letter on
with the church, and it was not until 1856 that bapthe President's death, expressing the sorrow of his
tized children were recognized as having a part in the
people, and explaining why a Church celebration of
church. The best type now is that which knows no
the obsequies was forbidden How the " reliable cordefinite conversion and needs none. With
this type we
respondent" of the Indepaideni could have so utterly have gone too far, perhaps, and now we
distrustthose
whodobegin their Christian life with a violent convermisunderstood the plain words of the Bishop's pas-
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The character of preaching has changed along
with the character of life. It was not until 1880 that
the edification of the congregation was considered in
the laws. The early preaching was evangelistic, and
the motives were not always of the highest. Appeals
to the feelings played a large part in it, and the condition of lost souls in hell was depicted at great
length. This would he impossible vow, as preachers
do not believe as they did."
This is interesting reading to Catholics, the teachings of whose Church are the same yesterday, today,
and forever. In the Catholic Church the ideal of the
Christian life does not change, in a hundred or in a
thousand years. The same message which the Church
gave to the people of the early centuries she gives
today. Man-made religions adapt themselves to the
whims and vagaries of man. The religion that comes
from God is always the same.
sion.

Vale Students Give an Object-Lesson.
An object-lesson on the elevating and rtlining influences of student life at one of our leading non-Catholic institutions of learning was given to the good

people of New Haven last Saturday night. It seems
that on that day the football team of Vale defeated
the football team of Princeton. A simple enough
incident, no doubt; but here is what followed, as
given in cold print by the newspapers:?

" In the Grand Opera House, where were gathered
several hundred Vale men, there was a riotous time,
and the performance was cut short to put a stop to the
disturbance and to get the Vale men out of the theatre.
They started in to break up the show and finally succeeded.
"Four students were taken out of this theatre by the
police and landed in the central station. They tried
to put out the electric lights in the theatre, jeered the
performers and threw things on the stage.
" At the Hyperion Theatre there was considerable
disturbance, and the company playing there had the
liveliest kind of a reception.
" At a Catholic fair, a block from police headquarters, the students started to run things, and had a
rough time with the police.
" Not 100 feet from the central station a body of student revellers made an assault upon the police and
threw eggs at them. The patrolmen charged on the
Vale boys, with the result that, at midnight, eight student had been put behind the bars. All were released on bonds. The charges against them were
breach of the peace, injury to private property and
drunkenness."
Our esteemed friend, Mr. Angell of this city, can
hardly be blamed for calling young men who indulge in the above described rowdyism, "educated

devils." We wonder what careful and conscientious
Catholic fathers and mothers, who may happen to
have sons at Vale, think, when they read reports like
the foregoing. Do they not wish that their sons, with
ife to make use of, and souls to save, were placed in
an environment less " swell," perhaps, but more
Christian, than that of an institution which turns out
such rowdies as the young men who figured in the
New Haven celebration? And Vale is no exception to
the general rule. Nearer home than Vale we have
on occasion similar manifestations ot student ebulliency- College professors have been giving us remedies for anarchy, but here is a form of anarchy which
is in high favor in non-Catholic colleges. We confess
to a lack of respect for the wisdom of any parentswho
can expose their sons to this danger, but Catholic
parents surely ought to know better.

CASTE IN INDIA.
The Illustrated Catholic Missions has been giving a
series of articles on the subject of caste in India, showing the obstacles which it presents to the conversion
of the Hindus, both the common people and the
brahmins, to Christianity. As is well known, the
system of caste in India is deeply rooted in the social
life of the people, " binding them," says a London
contemporary, " in the iron grip of fetters forged cenCaste exclusiveness,
turies before theirbirth.
though separable from religion, has, like all primitive
law, a religious sanction and basis. Its most stringent
observances, at least, rest on the sacrificial character
of food, which lies at the root of so many savage cubtoms. Thus it must be cooked in establishments
where the cook is a recognized functionary, by a

. . .
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brahmin or priest, who, despite his lower social posi- ism for at least a hundred years, positively refused to
tion, may look down on his employer, though a require, as indispensable to justification, either love
prince, from the superiorelevation of his caste status." or good works. At the beginning of this forming cenThe rigid punctilio in regard to eating again points tury of the Reformation Luther declares: "Faith justito the ceremonial origin of the sacredness of food. If fies before love and without love." At the end, or rather
the shadow of a European master, for instance, falls half a century later still, Calixtus reluctantly owned
on the pot in which his servants are cooking their that Lutheranism does not require as absolutely inmess of rice, it must be thrown away as defiled by his dispensable to justification, in life or in death, either
seeming contact- At present, we are told, caste has love or good works.
little hold over the people except in marrying and
The farthest that Lutheranism would go was, to
eating. No Hindu can be induced by the most ad- treat love and good works as natural and desirable
vantageous offer to marry into another caste than his fruits of saving faith, but not as absolutely indispensable. They are "fruits of thankfulness," not conditions
own, although it should be a higher one.
start,
from
the
asof acceptance.
missionaries,
The Protestant
Of course Luther might have said, and Rome would
caste,
an
of
to
and
their
conhostility
sumed attitude
verts, who are mostly from the pariahs and other low have fully agreed, that perfect contrition at once
aboriginal castes, have been encouraged to lay aside brings a man into a state of grace, before he has as
all distinctions except that of the name Christian. yet had time to manifest availing faith in works of
They are obliged to cut their hair and eat with any love, or when death quickly following cuts off the posone whom their teachers may designate. This policy sibility. However, Luther positively refused to treat
has interfered very much with the success of the Prot- either love or good works as by any intrinsic necessity
estant missionaries, and has had a bad effect upon the included in saving faith.
We see how far he is from owning an inevitableconpeople themselves.
But the Catholic missionaries do not make the fu- nection betweenlove and justification by the way in
sion of castes an essential conditionof the acceptance which he reproaches his followers with not leading
of Christianity. There is nothing in caste that neces- better lives. He does not tell them that to be, as he
sarily conflicts with faith or morals. The great diffi- says they are, thieves, liars, adulterers, misers, withculty is to reach the higher classes?the brahmins and outcharity to the poor, proves theirfaith to be empty,
others. But experience in Madura has taught the but only that it proves them not to be as thankful as
missionaries that this is not impossible. Yet the trials they ought to be, after having been justified on such
of the converts are terrible. They have to renounce easy terms.
Of course I by no means deny that Luther is often
their families, they lose all means of livelihood and
they have to be supported until employment is found led by Scripture and natural reason into a better
for them. They have to live separatefrom theirfriends way of talking. Even an antinomian does not aland countrymen in a house called "Topu," on pri- ways talk like an antinomian, unless he is also a
vate property, where they can not be molested. But libertine. It is enough to say that Luther's definition
they are closely watched, and many and insidious of saving faith as a confidence of our being justified,
wiles are employed by their friends to entice them his refusal to make love any essential part of it, and
from their safe abode, and if they succeed, the poor the concurrence of Lutheranism generally in this reconverts are treated with the utmost cruelty and bar- fusal, show that his more Scriptural declarations are
accidental, and do not express the inner reality of his
barity.
many
system.
these
converts
spite
persecutions,
In
of
cruel
slowly
increasing.
number
is
Many of Luther's immediate successors went farther
made,
and the
have been
brought
in many. One of them had than he, and declared, not merely that good works
The year 1899
forcibly
removed by his pagan rela- have nothing to do with justification, but that they
been ten times
tives, showing the strength of faith and the power of " are prejudicial to salvation," even though, as they
grace. A remarkable case is mentioned of a poor put it, they be all the works commanded in the Decaleper who sought baptism from the missionaries, and logue. However, this school gradually died out. To
on his return to his village had to suffer persecution do it justice, even this school did not go so far as a
for the rest of his life. Hated and ostracized to the late noted American clergyman, who from the pulpit
end, he made a happy death, having received the last cast contempt on the Decalogue itself, because, as he
sacraments. On the following day a hundred of his intimated, it had too many nots." An unlucky
persecutors came to ask for baptism. The remainder style of speech for a gentleman who was strongly susof the villagers speak of following their example, and pected of having, in his practice, taken the "not" out
there is the promise of the establishmentof a flourish- of the third commandment of the Second Table.
It is commonly supposed that the later Lutheranism
ing Christian community as the monument of the outcast leper. So wonderfully does God reward the sacri- disowns this antinomian manner of speech, although
John Wesley denies that it has ever really got the
fices of His chosen people.
St, Joseph's College of Tricbinopoly is doing a good poison out of its veins. He charges even the pietistic
work in the way of conversion of the natives, but the schools with showing the taint, although I suppose he
missionaries, themselves, count greatly upon the pray- would allow that it was in a mitigated degree.
To a late suggestion of the Independent, that modern
ers of Christians throughout the world. May the good
Lord pour out a more earnest and universal spirit of Lutherans would hardly hold themselves responsible
for every statement of the symbolical books, leading
prayer.
American Lutherans have declared that Lutherans
CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
everywhere accept the symbolical books unreservedly.
This, indeed, would agree with Goethe's judgment,
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
that " the Roman Church is infallible, and the LuthCLXVII.
eran church always in the right." Fortunately,
The Champion goes on, giving, as Doctrines which all Luther's most flagrant sayings have not found their
Protestant); accept (2) Good works as evident and neces- way into the symbolical books. A lady who has lived
sary fruits of saving faith.
many years in Cincinnati tells me that she believes
Now certainly this is not a distinctive doctrine of American Lutheranism to be a very good thing, but
Protestantism, for Rome emphatically teaches that that she has a profoundly opposite opinion of German
that can not be a saving faith which does not issue in Lutheranism. The Spectitor remarks that something
good works. With St. Paul, or rather, following St. or other essential to a preservativeforce seems to have
Paul, (for she does not, like Luther, pretend to have been left out of Lutheranism, not denying, of course,
had a gospel of her own revealed to her), she allows that it has many illustrious Christian names of which
only that to be availing faith which works, or is made to boast, a noble hymnody, and profound learning.
We see then that the Champion, in declaring good
operative, by love, according as you take the Greek
works to be evident and necessary fruits of saving
participle to be middle or passive.
On the other hand, as we have seen again and again, faith," is so far from giving us distinctive Protestantand can not repeat too often, Luther, and Lutheran- ism, that it gives ub something directly opposite to

"

"
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original Protestantism, that is, to Lutheranism. We
must remember that it was only gradually that the
name of Protestants was extended to the Calvinists,
and at last even to the Anabaptists and Unitarians.
(3) There is only one Mediator and Intercessor,
Jpsob Christ. Is this a distinctive and universal article of Protestantism ? Does not the Catholic Church
teach emphatically that all the intercessory and

mediatorialmerits of the saints, and of the Blessed
Virgin, are derived from the one Mediation of Christ,
and are simply channels of His grace? Does not the
Church teach that Mary's immaculateness has been
given to her " in view of the foreseen merits of her
Son

"

?

Before Luther had ever opened his lips, pepular
catechisms of his time and country had this question :
" Have you relied on the merits of the saints, or of
the Virgin, as sources of grace? If so, at your next
confession own that you have broken the First Commandment." Luther, to do him justice, was never
afraid that his devotion to the Virgin would interfere
with his reliance on the sole mediation of Christ, of
which hers is a derivativechannel. Says he, as quoted
by Dr. Ganss, years after his standing as Reformer
waß fully confirmed : " May the same sweet Mother of
God obtain for me the spirit that I may expound her
canticle in an edifying and thorough manner." Also
May Christ vouchsafe this favor through the intercession and favor of His dear Mother Mary ! " So
also " What do you think would be more agreeable to
ber than that through her you should come to God
and learn from her to trust and hope in God ??
She does not wish you to come to her, but through
her to God." So also " Mary does not wish to be a
goddess. She does nothing : God doesall. We should
invoke her, that God may do and grant through her what
we ask for."
On the other hand, St. Alphonsus Liguori, who is
commonly regarded among Protestants as very extravagant in his devotion to the Virgin, says : " No
one denies that Jesus is the only Mediator of justice,
Who alone by His merits reconciles us to God." And
again : " It would be a serious error to believe that
God could not give us grace without the intercession
of Mary ; for the apostle says that we have only one
God, and only one Mediator between God and man,
Jesus Christ." And again :" We acknowledge that
God is the only source of good, the sovereign Lord of
all grace and that Mary is only a creature, and all
she has received is due to the grace of God." And
again " He who places hiß hopes in creatures, without reference to God, he indeed is cursed by God ;
because no creature could possess or give anything
without God." And again : " Jesus is now in heaven.
Father
While there He sits at the right hand of the
beings ; concreated
over
all
authority
and exercises
sequently over Mary also."
Now in this matter of intercession and mediation
Liguori ?
where is the difference between Luther and
would
be conChampion
If
the
any.
I can not see
sistent, it must either cast Luther out of the Protestant
pale or bring Liguori in. Either alternative would be
very disagreeable to the editors.
If I ask the intercession of a fellow Christian, of
course I make him an intercessor. Do I thereby
prejudice the one supreme intercession of my Lord, of
the
which my brother's is only an expression, through
if
it
I
should
I
prejudice
do
Holy Ghost ? Then how
has come nearer to
ask it of a brother or sister who
certainty that
has
a
reasonable
any
one
Christ? If
he
not ask their
why
should
him,
the Baints can hear
forbearing
to ask
his
not,
then
prayers? If he has
than
fear
of
the
ground
different
wholly
rests on a
ones.
glorified
His
honoring
by
dishonoring Christ
so he
Luther thought the Virgin could hear him, and
may
bad,
be,
or
he
else,
good
invoked her. Whatever
Protestant.
original
certainly
the
he is
But is there not danger in invoking the saints? Certainly there is. But are we never to do anything, or
in it? Let
allow anything, because there is danger
to
that.
Harry Percy answer us
Chablbs C. Stabbock.
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ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, Nov. 2...
Twenty-sixth and last Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle, Colossianß i. 9-14 ; gospel, St. Matthew xxiv. 15 35.
This gospel of St. Matthew contains the same graphic
description of the second coming of Christ as that of
St. Luke on the first Sunday of Advent, which occurs
next Sunday, and which is thus a reminder in anticipation of the very serious and important season of
Advent. The season of Advent is designed to prepare
the faithful for the proper celebration of the first coming of Christ at Christmas. Asa fitting preparation
for that coming the Church brings before our minds
this most impressive description of the second coming
to judgment at the last day. We are thus very power,
fully reminded of a truth which the world is too apt to
forget and ignore. Indeed, there are not wanting
numbers of persons who refuse to believe in a coming
judgment and the end of the world. But such persons
will find, when too late, how sadly they were mistaken,
As surely as thereis a God in heaven so surely will that
awful day in due time burst upon the world and
the holy will of God in reference to man be accom.
plished. That will is made known in the revelation
which He has given us. In several verses preceding
the gospel today our Lord describes the condition
of the world just before His second coming and
the end of the world. There shall be great confusion
and degeneracy. " Nation shall rise against nation
and kingdom against kingdom: and there shal
be pestilences, and famines, and earthquakes
in places." The disciples of Christ shall be

delivered up and bated of all nations for His
name's sake. Many shall be scandalized and shah
betray one another. False prophets and false Christs
shall arise, showing great signs and wonders insomuch
as to deceive, if possible, the very elect. Is that a description of the present time? Then cometh the end.
immediately after the tribulation of those days the
sun shall be darkened and the moon shall not give
her light and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the
powers of heaven shall be moved. Then shall appear
the sign of the Son of Man coming in the clouds of
heaven with much power and majesty. And He shai_
send His angels with a trumpet and a great voice, and
they shall gather together His electfrom the four winds,
from the farthest parts of the heavens to the utmost
bounds of them. Observe, the first care will be to
gather the elect of God?the true servants of Jesus
Christ. Then shall be gathered all nations before the
throne of God to be judged according to their works
in the flesh. The two great divisions are described as
sheep on the rit>ht hand of the Judge and goats on
the left. With awful majesty the final sentence is
pronounced ; the sheep are welcomed to the inheritance prepared for them, and the goats driven away
into the outer darkness, where there is weeping and
gnashing of teeth. These are very familiar truths,
but it iB well to have them brought before our minds
especially at this time, that we may reflect upon them
and that our minds and hearts may be deeply atfected
by them. Is it possible that we shall all take a part
in these solemn and awful scenes? Is it really true
that we, ourselves, will one day appear either on the
right hand or on the left in the great judgment-day?
Yes, it is true, and it is certainly a very solemn thought
and ought to have a powerful influence over our lives
and conduct. It matters not to us when the last day
of the world will come. To all intents and purposes
the last day to us will be the day of our death. The
particular judgment which will occur at the time of
our death will anticipate the decree of the final judgment. Oh, then, how important that we should live
each day as if it were to be our last, and in such a
nanner that we may be prepared to meet our final
Judge in peace.
Monday, Nov. 25.
St. Catharine, Virgin an«i Martyr
Tuesday, Nov. 26.
St. Silvester, Abbot.
Wednesday, Nov. 27.
Of

the Feria.

Thursday, Nov. 28.
Of the

Feria.

Friday, Nov. 29.
Vigil of St. Andrew, Apostle.
Saturday, Nov. 30.
I
St. Andrew, Apostle,

Sunday.
Accustom yourself to commune with God, not
with thoughts deliberately formed to be expressed at
a certain time, but with the feelings with which your
heart is filled. If you enjoy His presence, and feel
drawn by the attraction of His love, tell Him that you
delight in Him, that you are happy in loving Him,
and that He is very good to inspire so much affection
in a heart so unworthy of His love.
I thank Thee, Lord, that Thou to me hast given
Kind parents, friends
That through the narrow way that leads to heaven
My pathway wends.
I thank Thee, Lord, for every want supplied
From heaven's store;
And yet for every wish of mine denied
I thank Thee more.
Monday.
What harm can happen to him who knows that
God does everything, and who lovesbeforehand everything that God does?
For Thou alone, dear One, doth know alway
Gifts best for me,
So let me now and evermore, I pray,
Trust all to Thee.
Tuesday.
Remember that whatever God gives you to do, from
moment to moment, that is the very best thing you
could possibly be doing, and you little know where
or when theLord will meet you.
I thank Thee, Lord, for Thy fond guiding care
Through day and night;
For everykindly answered, pleading prayer.
For every light.
For never can I tread the path divine
Without Thy grace ;
Unless Thou seekest it, my hand in Thine
I can not place.
Wednesday.
Did not Jesus say, "I am the door of thesheepfold"?
What to us is the sheepfold, dear children? It is
the heart of the Father, whereunto Christ is the Gate
that is called Beautiful. O children! how sweetly and
how gladly has He opened that doorinto the Father's
heart! And there within He unfolds to us the hidden
riches, the nearness and the sweetness of companionship with Himself.?John Tauler.
I thank Thee, Lord, for moments to me given
Of holy rest,?
A taste, methinks, of endless joys of heaven,
The purest, best.
Thursday.
Count that day lost (though thou mayest have
despatched much business therein) in which thou hast
neither gained some victory over thine own evil inclinations and thy self will nor returned thanks to
thy Lord for His mercies.
Yet oh I I thank Thee, too, for every cross
In mercy given ;
On earth the bitter part of pain and loss,?
The gain, in heaven.
In grief and joy I thank Thee I am Thine
In both the same.
Forever blessed be Thy will divine.
And praised Thy name!
Friday.
It is no small matter to lose or to gain the kingdom

:

:

of God.
Thine eyes behold the earth's remotest regions,
Her great ones tremble at Thy dread decree ;
Their fleets are Thine, Thy hand is on their legions,
In all the world there is no Gid save Thee.

Except Thou guard the host when it is sleeping,

The strength of kings shall turn to them again ;
Except Thou take the city in Thy keeping,

The watchman wakes in vain.
Saturday.
Be persuaded, timid soul, that God has loved you
too much to cease loving you.
In early times the Christians were called the children of joy. Let us seek the joy of the Holy Spirit,
to sweeten suflering, to temper earthly delight, till
we enter into the joy of our Lord. If we courageously
take up our crosses, He will make them light by sharing the burden with us.
Oh ! listen then, Most Pitiful!
To Thy poor creature's heart!
It blesses Thee thatThou art God,
That Thou art.what.Thou art I
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ITEMS OF CATHOLIC INTEREST IN THE MAGAZINES
?Prospects of Catholicism.?
The London National Review tor October contains a
brilliant article on 'The Prospects of Catholicism," by
the Rev. William Barry, D. D., which is of a nature to
attract widespread attention. Remarking that "much
has been lately written from a hostile point of view
on the methods, aims and actual working of the Rowhen the
man Church," he goes on to declare that
worst has been uttered, a student of history may be
tempted to say in arrest of judgment : 'Tarry a little,
there is something else.' ?
Strike out Catholic
dogma from the ages, imagine the Catholic hierarchy
a fiction, and what is left? East answers West that
nothing is left. In the concrete, as a religion accepted,
acted upon by nations, and larger than a mere sect or
school, the Christian religion has always been Catholic and is so at the present day. All modern churches
are fragments hurled forth, or broken off, from a
centre at which the ancient faith is as refulgent as
ever. And they remain Christian in so far as they
keep what they have inherited. Survey them all,
from the Anglican on the extreme right to the Unitarian or Universalißt on the extreme ltft; what have
they to call Christian which they have not received
from Rome? Christ Himself, the Bible, the sacred
ordinances, the creeds all were brought to Western
Europe and taken thence to America from this single
source. Historically, creed and system are not to be
divided. Rome is the mother, as she was during cen
turieß the mistress, of all the churches with which we
Many thousands every
have any concern.
year join the Roman Church from a conviction that
it is what an illustrious German Catholic defined it to
be, 'the objective, historical faith of Cnrist.' " Meanwhile, the century just ended has seen a very great
change comeover the face of Protestantism. "So far as
the historical Christian faith is concerned, the Re.
We are
formers have ended, not mended, it.
seeing, ever more distinctly, that the Reformation, as
a constructive effort, has failed. Take its three great
forms, personified in Luther the mystic, Calvin the
legislator, and Socinus the rationalist. Of Lutheran
ism not a screed is left; the man towers up yet as a
revolting Titan, the rocks which he flung against Olym
pus have fallen back on the soil, and are dead ashes,
vitrified lava. Calvin has been pictured by his own descendants as a 'ghost gone shrieking downthe winds,'
his writings are creditable now to none of us, and his
dark theology is made an excuse for believing in no
Deity at all. Socinus, where is he? In a sense,everywhere ; but logic, working out hiß principles to their
egitimate conclusions, shows them to be the sumo
jail heresies and the end of all dogma."

.

"
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Rome the Central Fact.
While this " dissolving process " is going on, we
find that the Catholic Church has gained. To quotn
Dr. Barry: "Four centuries? a long chapter in the
world's history?prove that Rome, however charged
with corruption, keeps the heart of religion still beating. The gospel that she received she preaches yet.
Her faithful are orthodox Christians, while the rebels,
as she foretold them, who separated from her in that
name, haveshorn it of divinity, and?strange paradox!
are indignant with her because she insists that the
Bible is truly God's word, and Jesus ot Nazareth His
Son. Her faith has not changed, and its permanence
is the measure of their defection. If Luther or Calvin
could have foreseen this state of things when they
broke away, would it not have left them dumb with
amazement?" Dr. Barry goes on to state that the
Catholic Church " has brought down into this new
century her creed and practise, the same in all essentials and even in language that we may study in the
pages of Tertullian or Cyprian " ; ?that she possesses
an " antiquity which can not be laid away in a tomb,
but is living an immortal life, as much at home in
Chicago or San Francisco as it was in Alexandria or
in the Rome of the Caesars." His words grow into
superb strength. "This Church," he exclaims, "let
it never be forgotten, fills the whole Christian time, is
its central fact, and yet shows no signs of decrepitude.
It is the one cosmopolitan power on earth ; and if
Christ came to establish a visible kingdom, this must
be its head and front. Dogma within, discipline without; a divineritual binding them together ; certainly,
nothing so wonderful, no polity so mysterious, can be
adduced in comparison from any age or civilization.
And for the last hundred years this unparalleled
system has stood upon free and public suffrage ; it is
the largest voluntary association ever beheld, yet
more intimately connected in bead and members
than when the Pope disposed of Europe as its sovereign lord."

SAOBEJJ
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A Great Roman Period.
Dr. Barry shows that the tendency among Protestants since the Oxford movement, and not among
Anglicans alone, has been towards faith in a visible,
authoritative church and a sacerdotal system- Many
Anglicans go so far as to claim seven sacraments,
invocation of the saints, Eucharistical adoration, the
sacrifice of the Mass.
" What revolution in thought,
what a change of sentiment, has the nineteenth century witnessed in sturdy Protestants, whose grandfathers called the Pope Antichrist. Rome has yielded
nothing ; England, as represented by myriads of clergy
and a powerful laity behind them, has granted that in
the quarrel of the Reformation dogma was saved by
the Holy See ; ruined by Cranmer and his associates.
On every point, it appears, Rome was in the right,
except when she maintained she could not err." Then
follows a very striking argument founded on the
beauty of holiness contained in that spiritual life
which is essentially connected with the true faith of
the Catholic Church, a union with God which gives
divine helpfulness in trouble and temptation, provides
a heavenly solace for all woes, and is an inestimable
treasure which humanity and the multitude need and
must have. " Unless ideals are utterly to die, humanity must one day pass on into a great Roman period,
not to a dead Christ, but to a living and
present Redeemer ; in other words, to a history which
they can grasp with their hands and feel with their
hearts, at any moment; which is always there when
they look up to it. This actual religion, more lively
than books, however inspired, closer to us than
sermons, be they as eloquentas Boßsuet or Chrysostom
?an atmosphere which we open our mouth and
breathe in-is found nowhere else than in the Catholic ritual which, be it observed, never ceases, for its
centre is the Real Presence." Dr. Barry quotes D«Men in our time are naturally
Tocqueville as saying
little disposed to believe, but as soon as they feel a
sentiment of religion, they are drawn by a hidden
instinct towardsthe ancient Chnrch." And from " A
Reported Change in Religion," by Onyx, he quotes :
"The Catholic Church also reasons, but it relies for
victory upon prayer, that is to say, upon desire or
will to win souls, a desire or will multitudinous, yei
disciplined to act collectively, and skilfully directed
to that end that moves hearts, if not mountains." We
have not dwelt at length on that portion of Dr. Barry't.
paper in which he enlarges upon the modern aspects
of religion, this " period of intense and convinced, yet
atheism in
largely unconscious, secularism,
practice," upon which we are entering. " Any power
that aims at the revival of Christian faith und<-r
modern conditions," he says, must be independent,
world-wide, supernatural, and in its general effect
miraculous.
These high epithets have belonged from of old to the Catholic Church, and are
hers today."

. . .
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Reminiscences of a Dramatic Critic.
The well known dramatic critic. Henry Austin
Clapp, has brought to a close in the November Atlantic
his notably tine and carefully written series of papers
which have run through four numbers,"Reminiscences
of a Dramatic Critic." Many readers will miss one
name from those he mentions. This omission can not
arise from the cause that makes him say : " Madame
Janauschek is so near the present day that it has
seemed best to me not to make her work the theme of
extended comment." The name omitted is of one
who, while still of " the present day," has left the
stage; and Mr. Capp finds time and space to mention
Shelley's and Keats' poetry by Mr.
" the reading of Partridge,
now noted as a sculptor."
William Ordway
The name we miss is that of Mary Anderson, now
Madame Dc Navarro of England, best known and
kindly and lovingly as "Our Mary." Mr. Clapp's
omission is rendered the more noticeable by the following admission on his part in his third paper
Speaking of " the isolation of actors," he says : "Here
we have the only large class of workers which keeps
From the more
the world at arm's length.
important social gatherings, which take place in the
evening, both actress and actor are necessarily ah
aad as to attendance at church, the
B ent ;
player encounters, in the first place, the difficulty, inseparable from bis wandering life, of making a connection with a parish, and besides, in recent years, is almost constantly required to travel on Sunday, passing
from a Saturday evening'B performance in one town
10 a Monday morning's rehearsal in another.
Practically out of relation, then, with the social, political and religious life of the entirerest of mankind, immersed in the unreal realities of the mimic life, driven
both by natural impulse and by professional competition to whet their talent to the sharpest edge, the
guild of actors is the most charming, naif, clever, contracted, conventional,disorderly, sensitive, insensible,
obßtinate, generous, egotistic body in the world, and

.
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?unique." As to thereal genius which Mary Anderson displayed, there may be two ways of thinking.

We may often find that a trained critic, who has been
so moved by the magnificent art of a Siddons or an
Edwin Booth as to be carried well-nigh out of himself,
for the time being, into an almost actual dwelling in
the high realms where genius reigns supreme, differs
in his judgment of lesser actors from the judgment of
the masses in regard to what appeals to them not at
all as critics, but only as tbey are swayed by factors
quite apart from the rules of comedy and tragedy in
any way whatever. This power to sway the masses
Mary Anderson certainly possessed, and in her case it
sprang from a greater gift, the very thing that Mr.
Clapp seems to think well-nigh impossible to actors as
a class, her fervent, unconcealed, uninterrupted,
daily worship of her God. This stood first with her,
always and everywhere, and the fact was well known.
No lateness of work at night, no wearing excitement
of success and praise, no fatigue and no bewitching
pleasure, was allowed to interferewith her Mass heard
every morning in the ever open Catholic churches of
the places where her profession called her.
?

?Our Mary.?
The instinctive judgment of the people, not concerned with critical analyses, recognized all this. They
knew that the beautiful face which enchanted them
truly bespoke a heart more beautiful. She held up
the white banner of her faith before the world, as Joan
of Arc bore the lilies of France upon a far more tragic
field in the midst of no " unreal realities." When enraptured throngs greeted Mary Anderson at the
theatres, applause following upon applause, they were
only exemplifying, but spontaneously and with praiseworthy intuition, the idea contained in Longfellow's
lines to a maiden, wonderfully applicable to this
American maiden:?

" Bear a Illy in thy hand!
Gates of brass shall not withstand
One touch of that magic wand."

On account of her unswerving and open devotion to
her God, to religion, to church-going, and to her faith
in prayer and in divine aid to do her work with an
absolutely pure, untarnished and snow-white fame,
on account of all this, as distinctly apart from mere
honor, duty, morality, human respect,?Mary Anderson stands apart, a figure "unique " indeed,and surely
one that deserves not to be forgotten. There is a profound idea in Cardinal Newman's majestic dramatic
poem, The Dream of Gerontius," thatfinds application in this singular omission of her name from these
?

"

fine "Reminiscences of a Dramatic Critic." The
guardian angel says to bis charge, a disembodiedsoul
amszed that it has not yet attained its longed-for goal,
"It is thy very energy of thought that keeps thee
from thy God " And we may conceive that the very
loftiness of Mr. Clapp's ideals as a dramatic critic, the
well known strength of his noble determination to
judge all actors justly, without fear or favor, accord,
ing to the most elevated and stringent rules of histrionic art, blinded him to the omission, doubly noticeable in one of his own well known goodness, of any
mention of this truly noble woman, of whom, by
change of one word " throne " to " stage," it may be
said that to a very marked and unusual degree she
wore, in her youth and loveliness,
?

"?the

white flower of a blameless life
Before a thousand peering littlenesses,
In that fierce light which beats upon a throne,
And blackens every blot."

-

Mr. Mallock and Father Driscoll.
The well known writer, W. H. Mallock, began in the
fortnightly Review for September, and continues in the
November number, a series ofarticles on " Religion and
Science at theDawn of the 20th Century." In the course
of his first article he deals extensively with a recent
work by the Rev. James F. Driscoll, S. S., D. D., professor of Sacred Scripture and Hebrew at St. Joseph's
Seminary, Dunwoodie, N. V., thus giving to his series
a special interestfor readers in the United States. As
Father Driscoll proposes to reply to Mr. Mallock, it
will be our province at present simply to state the aim
of Mr. Mallock's first paper. He says " The nineis distinguished from other ages
teenth century
more strikingly than by anything else, by the growth
and character of the great conflict which it has witnessed, between two methods of interpreting the nature
both of man and the universe between the old
method derived by the civilized nations from Christian theology, together with its allied philosophies?a
method which consisted of deductions from certain
faiths or assumptions ; and the new method, consisting of an analysis of the sensible world
of the facts,
the laws and the processes which it reveals to our systematic observation." With the dawn of the present
century Mr. Mallock does not think that this conflict
has emled, but entered, insteail, on n new phase, and

:
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needs an accurate summing up or explanation of
matters as they stand now." This, he judges, should
be made neither by a great leader of scientific thought
nor by a professed theologian, but, as it were, by an
" intellectual accountant," whose business it is not " to
say things for either side," but " to examineand tabulatewhat either side has to say?to reduce its arguments
to theirclearestand simplest forms, to note or to strike
out such as are inconsistent with others ; and bo to
arrange the whole that any intelligent inquirer may
see how the account on each side really stands." This
is the work he seemß to think himself adapted for,
though he says that he does not propose to leave his
conclusions to speak for themselves, but " shall seek
to draw certain further conclusions from them."

"

Mr. Mallock?s Definition of Religion.
"I shall use the word religion," says Mr. Mallock,
not as denoting Christianity, or any other specific
system of theism, but merely as denoting those underlying doctrines which every system of theism, whatever may be its kind, presupposes. The first of these
doctrines is that a personal God exists, distinct from
that order of things which alone science can know.
The second is that man possesses a soul, distinct from
the body in the sense that it does not dissolve with its
dissolution. The third is that the will, which resides in
this human soul, possesses a power?'a power torn from
the Fates'?to which the rest of this cosmos offers us no
analogy, and the presence of which in nature would
render science impossible. Nor, in isolating these
doctrines, and taking them to represent religion,
am I indulging, for the sake of simplicity, in
any arbitrary selection. In the latest work of one of
the most eminent and most thoughtful men of science
in Europe, the writer admits, or rather I should say
insists, that these three doctrines are the essence, the
vital epitome, of all that the word religion, in its theologic sense, means ; that on these depends everything
which the philosophy of faith is fighting for and that
in these is centered everything which the philosophy
of science will destroy." The quotation he gives from
Professor Haeckel, the well known German scientist,
recalls, by its preposterous claim that modern science
"annihilates" allbelief in "the three great buttresses
of mysticism,? Gol, Freedom, Immortality," Bt.
Paul's grave words : " The invisible things of Him,
from the creationof the world, are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made ; His eternal
power also, and divinity : so that they are inexcusaProfessing themselves to be wise they
ble.
became fools." However, Mr. Mallock declares that
both sides will accept these three beliefs "as crucial ;
nor, for our present purpose, will it be necessary to go
beyond them." What he hopes to show as the conclusion of the matter is, in the long run, that, in spite
of certain " unintended injuries which the apologetics
of our theologians are inflicting on their own position,
the theologic position is, when fully considered, practically more calculated to command the assent of
mankind than are all the arguments?l do not say than
the facts by which modern scientific philosophy is
endeavoring to prove it untenable."

"

;

..
.

?

References to the catholic Church.
It is well known in regard to Mr. Mallock that the
Catholic Church has for him a rooted attraction, and
we have become accustomed to meet with frequent
and favorable references to her in his writings. Nevertheless, he is to be read with caution. In the second
part of his first article his thesis is : " That Science is
opposed to Religion not as a Materialistic Doctrine to
a Spiritual, but as a Monistic Doctrine to a Dualistic"
He goes off here upon the vague and shadowy theory
that taste, smell, sound.color, in fact, "everything that
we call matter, so far as we ourselvesknow it," is really
nothingness," though he does not go to the extreme
of some philosophers and maintain that, if we were
without consciousness, " the thing which we call
matter would itself cease to exist." What he does
appear to mean is thatit would lose all the qualities
which we attribute to it, and in virtue of which we
think of it as material. What would remain is simply
an unknown something, to which our conceptions of
matter, as contrasted with mind or spirit, have not
only no warrantable, but also no thinkable application." As to how or why we are certain that the
"Unknowable Something" exists at all, he considers
it enough at present to observe " that no serious
thinkers deny that we know the existence of this
external Something somehow, or fail to admit that, in
itself, it is beyond our comprehension and cognizance."
And then,on top of the delicious simpleness and delightful alliterationof " thisexternal Something somehow,"
Mr. Mallock goes on to say " The fact that it is thus
unknowable has been expressed in various ways.
The philosophy by which Roman theology explains
the doctrine of Transubstantiation, defines all the
material things which we know, experience, or can
magine, as accidents inhering in some hidden and

"

"

:
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inconceivable substance." Mr. Mallock mistakes. In
the tremendous miracle of Transubstantiation there is
no " inconceivable " substance, but a substance, so to
speak, " unobserved." The Catholic mind turns with
intense relief from all the vague ideas of modern philosophy as to an " external Something somehow," and
rests joyfully upon its clear knowledge of an infinite,
eternal, self-sufficient and yet all-loving God, Who,
as the child's catechism tells us, is pure spirit, by
Whom we weremade, and on Whom we all depend.
Farther on, Mr. Mallock refers to Cardinal Newman
as saying " that all science, in so far as it is not theology, is necessarily atheistic." Newman's actual wordß
were not so strong as this, and should havebeen given,
precisely, in the body of the articlerather than quoted
in a footnote thus : " Physical science is, in a certain
sense, atheistic, for the very reason that it is not
theology." We have here an example of the looseness of modern thought outside the Churcb, as "in a
certain sense " is not a synonym for " necessarily."
Mr. Mallock's last thesis in his first paper is : " That
the Primary Point of Difference between Monism and
Dualism is practically not that which Contemporary
Controversialists assume." We shall wait with
interest Father Driscoll's reply to Mr. Mallock's
remarks concerning his recent " work on God, as conceived of by Christian philosophy."

NON-CATHOLIC MISSIONS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
(Special Correspondence.)
Manchester, N. H., Nov. 12, 1901.?The Rev. Xavier
Sutton, the Passionist misßioner whose lectures to
non-Catholics have been so successful in various sections of the country, completed on Sunday night the
third conrse of such instructions with which Manchester haß been favored. The pioneer in the work here
was the Rev. Walter Elliott of the Paulists, whose
memory will live in a total abstinence society that
took his name. The second was the Rev. Father

Richard Barrett, like Father Sutton a Passionist, who
toured New Hampshire last year under the auspicesof
the Knights of Columbus. As seen by the newspaperman, the peculiarity of these lectures has been their
gradual increase in popularity. They did not immediately attract that wide attention that is usually given
to a novelty. On the contrary, Father Elliott began
with the few and Father Sutton has had the many.
Last week's audiences at St. Joseph's Cathedral averaged about 1 300 people, of whom towards the close
at least 600 were non-Catholics. The number increased
nightly and interest was widespread. The daily newspapers gave of their columns and headlines freely,
generously and impartially, and the missioner could
not have desired better treatment. Indeed, he was
thoroughly delighted with his experiences.
The work began at the Cathedral on Sunday, Nov. 8,
The reverend missionary had been well advertised,for
the papers had contained several advance notices, and
leaflets containing the list of subjects had been distributed.
The non-Catholic element of Manchester, although

constituting only about one-half of the population, is
to a great extent still held fast by old prejudices
against the Catholic Church, and when we add to this
a widespread indifference to all religion, the work of
making converts is very difficult. But from four to
six hundred non-Catholicß were present each evening
and listened with rapt attention to the exposition of
Catholic doctrine. Over 600 copies of " Clearing the
Way " were distributed, and a class for converts was
formed, to be taken in charge by the Rev. John B.
Delaney.

During the progress of the mission about seventy
prießts came to Manchester from all parts of New
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Christ said the bread was His body and the wine His
blood. The Catholic Church teaches that the bread
alone Is His body and blood. Which should we believe, God or man ? The Catholic Church administered
the sacrament in both elements till the twelfth century. Why did it change ? We must believe what Christ
has taught in order to be saved and partake of the
sacrament as He commanded. Christ can not deceive.
A. It is not true to cay that the Sacrament was received under both species until the 12th century. The
sick, those in prison, and martyrs received under the
form of bread only. When the doctrine on the Eucharist is understood this objection vanishes. Christ is
not a dead Christ, hut a living Christ, and where He
is, there He is whole and entire, body and blood, soul
and divinity, for all these are Inseparably united in
Christ. The Council of Trent sets forth the teaching
of the Church in these words: "It has always been
believed in the Church of God that immediately after
consecration the true body of our Lord and His true
blood exist under the species of bread and wine, together with His soul and divinity: the body under
the species of bread and theblood under the species of
wine by force of the words; but the body under the
species of wine, and the blood under the species of
breail?and the soul under both?and the Divinity by
reason of its admirable hypostatic union with the
body and soul, are linked together by force of the
natural connection and concomitance by which the
parts of the Lord Christ,?Who rose from the dead to
die no more,?are liuked together, and the divinity by
reason of its admirable hypostatic union with the body
and soul. Wherefore it is most true that there is as
much contained under either species as underboth, for
Christ exists whole and entire under the species of
bread and under every part of the species, whole, too,
and entire under the species of wine and its parts."
(Cone. Trid. Sess. 13).

One question was

a pnzzler

:?

If there were no Protestints until 500 years ago how
did it happen that Jesus was baptized in the river by
John the Baptist ? If he was a Catholic why waa he
called a Baptist?
And that some very old charges still live was shown
by these :?
1. Are not St. Bartholomew's Night and the Spanish
Inquisition instances of theintolerance and oppression
of the Catholic Church?
2. What is the Catholic Church's policy in dealing
with heretics?
3. Were not the monks in power during the dark
ages, and therefore is not the Catholic Church to blame
for that period in history ?
4. Was not the Reformation started before Luther's
time? Who was Savonarola? Was Luther a moral,
pure-minded man?
5. Are not the Catholic Church and the Episcopal
church Identical ? and was not the Pope unreasonable
in not recognizing them as such ?
6. Do Jesuits teach that " the end justifies the
means "?
7. Why the " Roman " Catholic Church?
This week Father Sutton is at Derry, a thriving manufacturing town a few miles below Manchester. Next
week he will speak at Portsmouth, New Hampshire's
only seaport.

WHAT IS POETRY?
William Archer has written a book called " Poets of
the Younger Generation," in which he gives a definition of poetry which, though not satisfactory, (what
definitionof poetry really is ?) is, nevertheless, true as
far as it goes, and is decidedly thought-provoking. We
commend it to the many beginners in the literary
field?to those who are in doubt as to whether the
things they write are poetry or not:?
" The essence of poetry, to my mind, is its magical,
its miraculous quality. When we feel that the artist
has done something which could not possibly have
been accomplished by the highest intelligence,culture
and industry?when his words seem to have flown together not at the bidding of his mere reason, but in
obedience to some incommunicable spell?the " ' This,'
we say, 'is poetry.' What is a miracle? We define
it as a phenomena not referable to any general law, or
reproducible by any process explicable to the reason,

Hampshire for the semi-annual conference, and on
Bishop Bradley's invitation Father Sutton addressed
the priests on the non-Catholic work.
As might be expected, the Question Box was an
interesting feature of the lectures, and each night a
number of questions were received and answered. A but appearing to depend on some mystic influence
few are subjoined :?
from a particular personality, human or divine. But
Q. Why is St. James sometimes called the brother
true poetry is precisely such a phenomenon. It may
of Christ? And what relation did he bear Him ?
be the simplest thing in the world, yet not all the
A. The Jews were accustomed to speak of all relaworld can compass it, save one particular man ; and
tives as brothers and sisters. St. James was a cousin
he can not tell you how he does it, or, for all the
Christ. His mother was a sister of Mary, the
of
Mother of Christ.
Q. Why did the Pope refuse to divorce Henry the
Eighth, king of Eugland? Cardinal Cranmer said it
was a marriage of incest because it was contrary to the
law of God for aman to marry his niece, and therefore
he consented to have him divorced. It seems to me
that Cranmer was right.
A. Cranmer was not a cardinal. He was the first
Protestant Archbishop of Canterbury. Catherine of
Aragon was not the niece of Henry the VIII. but his
sister-in-law, and before he was married to her he received a dispensation to do so.
do the Catholic clergy teach contrary to
Q.
Christ concerning the sacrament of Holy Communion ?

wealth of the world, teach anyone else the secret."

A SWEET IRISH SONG.
The November Gael says:?
" If Denis A. McCarthy, the brilliant young IrishAmerican poet, neverwrote another verse, his ' Sweet
isTipperary ' wouli hand his name down to posterity. So popular has that poem become that Mr. William Arms Fisher has set it to music, and it has now
been published by the OliverDitson Co., Boston. The
song is adapted to a low voice, and is beautifully
sweet and full of tender expression. No collection of
Irish music is complete without it"
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We have two lovely schools one for the
I am in the

boys and one for the girls.
sixth grade.

FuWtaMOrend omen.

I have three sisters and two brothers.

yV\AAri/i/ <ArVV^§ /OA/V\/VV\AAAIlf
As this is my first letter, I don't know
what to write. Hoping to see my letter in
5 Bow to Oet a Badge and Manual. _j> print.
_> [Whoever sends In a new subscrlp- C
b tlon to the Review, or renews an ofd c
Your fond niece,
dollars for the c
_> subscription, with two
Teresa Y. Collins.
badge
a
and
a
year,
will receive
Manual c
£
p> free.
Uncle Jack welcomesTeresa among his
or
your
parents
If
Mends subscribe £
5 and
the badge for you send In your ? numerous nephews and nieces.
He
5 nameget
and be enrolled as a member, and
5 sign the
hopes that she will be one of his regular
promise and keep it,? c
SS that Is, IfLeague
you are not a Defender already. ? correspondents now, and that she. wi 1
We can not give badge and Manual for
special
or reduced rate subscrlp- ? write often. Uncle Jack and the Future
any
S

.-

5

_J

tlons, but only when the full rate ($2) Is
S paid to this office direct.]
J
WIAAAATUVIAAy ?'fAAAAAAAAAA 4

Men and Women would like to know
what books Teresa reads, who is her
favorite hero in history or fiction, what
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
trees, flowers and birds she knows, and a
THE BOYS AND GIRLS score of other things. She must not say
any more that she doesn't know what to
Hereafter all of Uncle Jack's nephews write. Any one of the subjects given
and nieces are requested to remember above would make an interesting letter.
the rale about writing on one Bide only
New Bedford, Mass., Nov. 15, llrOl.
of the paper. It will save Uncle Jack
Dear
Uncle
Jack:
and the printers a lot of timeand trouble The promises
which we are obliged to
if this rule is kept. Letters may be write, I am
sending in this letter.
written to other folks on both sides of
Helen Harrington has resigned from our
the writing paper, but anything in- Chapter, so I was voted in as secretary.
tended for printing must always be
We also received a new member
Cathwritten according to the rule stated erine Sullivan.
Uncle Jack wishes to be as lenient as
I wish you would please send the mempossible with the Future Men and Wo- bership cards to us.
men, and he takes it for granted that, This Chapter which I am speaking about
that which Teresa O'Brien has organized.
like grown folks, they forget sometimes, is
Well,
Uncle Jack, as long as I have told
but letters not written according to this
you all that Is necessary, I remain,
rule can not, in justice to others, receive
Your loving niece,
?

?

consideration.

Two Views.
in November ";
" The days are short
watch on time we keep."
" Close
" The nights are long in November."
" The better we can sleep."
" The air is sharp in November."
rosier are we."
" The
sky

"

The

"

is gray in November."
The snow comes soon, you see."

" The brooks run slow in November."
" Boon skates on every stream."

"

\u25a0

North Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 17, 1901.
Hear Uncle Jack:
I was glad to see my letter in print. We
had our meeting Oct. 31, 1901, in Gertrude
Martin's house. We had a very pleasant
time The first thing we did was to say
the prayers and sing. Then we each spoke
a piece and Gertrude played the piano and
sang. Then we had lunch. We enjoyed It
very much. All the boys were absent. We
are saving our money to buy some flowers
for the altar. We are getting along tine in
the League of the Little Defenders. The
operetta is going to be Thanksgiving night.
The name of it Is " Golden Hair and the
Three Bears." We are practicing the
dances now. We enjoy it very much. I
thinkit is going to he a success. We had
a fine time Hallowe'en. I went downstairs
to Marlon's house. We were diving for
some money. I got one cent and Marion
got two cents. We played some games. I
have no more to say this time, so I will
close my letter, hoping to see it in print.
Alexandrine Mobeil (Secretary).
Uncle Jack thinks the girls of this
North Cambridge Chapter are a very
lively crowd, indeed. He is glad to learn
that the Chapter is doing so well, but
he is not pleased to know that from the
meeting which Alexandrine describes
all the boys were absent." What can
be the matter with the boys of that
Chapter? Perhaps they want to form a
Chapter for themselves. Uncle Jack
would like to have some of those boys
write and explain about the matter.
Alexandrine's letter is very interesting,
and Uncle Jack hopes to hear from her
soon again. The other girls in the Chapter should not be backward about writing, either.
?

bers will have a group picture taken of
the Chapter, Uncle Jack will be pleased
to print it. He wishes to let all his
nieces and nephews see what kind of
girls these New Bedford nieces are who
have come together to form this Chapter
of the League of Little Defenders of the
Holy Name.

still in Novemb<;r."
" The birds are time
for them."
Vacation
"

" Fun and work in November,
Lamps and tires and cheer ;
Thanksgiving, too, in November,
Who'd leave it out of the year?

Helen Moobk.
Uncle Jack has forwarded to Helen
the membership cards. He wishes great
success to the new Chapter. If the mem-

Uncle Jack supposes that all his
nephews and nieces are looking forward
to Thanksgiving Day with pleasure. It
will be so tine to have a holiday, espec
ially if the beautiful weathercontinues ;
and then Thanksgiving Day brings turkeys in its train, and squash pies, and
other very appetizing things. But Uncle Jack hopes that his nephews and
nieces will connect some better ideas, as
the hirst and foremostones, with the day.
Number 1 is this : What are you, and
you, and you,? John and Thomas, and
Alexandrine and Teresa, and all the
rest of you,? what are you going to give
thanks for.' Suppose each one of you
takes his or her rosary in hand, and begins to name on the beads your blessings
If you are bright as of course you are!
and if you have a good memory, and
are thankful, which means if you have a
grateful heart to the good God for all
His blessings, the beads will not be long
?

?

The Kind of a Boy that
is Wanted.
Uncle Jack has a little sermon this
week for the boys who read this page of
the Review. It is not often the Future
Men and Women have Uncle Jack preach
to them, but just at present he feels
that a few words on " The Kind of a Boy
the World Wants," which he saw in a
paper the other day, will perhaps do
some of his boys a lot of good
"The boy the world wants today is
the one who can be trusted to handle
money without any of it sticking to his
fingers or finding its way into his pockets
He will take as much interest in the affairs of his employer as if they were his
own, and will stay fifteen minutes, without being asked, to finish a piece of woi k
after the whistle blows and the rest of
the men have quit work. He will be
able to write a business letter and spell
the words correctly, and to add up a
column of figures promptly and accu"
rately. He will lift his cap as readily to
his sister when he meets her on the
street as he would were she the sister of
some other boy ; and he will not be
ashamed to walk to church with his
mother, show her into her own pew and
sit beside her during the service. He
will be careful in making a promise, and
just as careful about keeping it. He will
have sufficient moral backbone to say
No to those who would lead him
astray, and he will have enough courage
to own that he is striving to make a
man of himself.
"This is the kind of boy so many
are on the lookout for."
Uncle Jack may add that the kind of
a Catholic boy the world wants is one
who is a good Catholic The better Catholic a boy is, the better and more reliable will he be in every way, and business
men, no matter what their creed, will
recognize this fact. Nobody has any
respect for a boy or a man who does not
live up to his faith.

:
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"CATCHING" COLD.
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condition and easily " catch" cold.
1
Father John's Medicine cures the cold
by increasing the vitality. It fortifies
the system against future attacks, throat
and lung troubles, pneumonia and con-

sumption. Take it after any exposure,
and you will never have a cold.
This remedy, prescribed by a doctor
of
highest standing and eminence in
enough to count your good things on! his the
profession, for the late Key. Father
mother,
brothers
and
sisters,
Father and
John O'Brien, fifty years ago, is not a
a happy home, the sunshine, your books, patent medicine; neither does it conyour Btudiea, our dear mother Church, tain opium, morphine, or any of the
poisonous drugs found in over 98 per
the company and care of your good cent, of the patent medicines and cough
angel, the love of the Sacred Heart of balsams.
While its formula is simple, its ingreJesus and of His Blessed Mother yes,
and your merry games, your festal din- dients are the most valuable, and such
are prescribed by the leading physiner all these are gifts, and should be as
cians of the day to meet the requirein
and
your
thanks,
remembered
there ments of the different organs of the
are ever so many more than these. And body.
It cures the cold and builds you up at
now for No. 2 Don't you possibly know
the same time, because it is nourishsome one not quite so well oil as you,? ment
for the blood and nerves
prea sick child, a poor child, an orphan child vents grip, pneumonia and consumpwhose day you can make, oh ! so gently tion.
It is a Food medicine, and makes
and kindly, a happy Thanksgiving Day ? strength?you
can take it right along.
Just try, and you will find that your The $1 bottles contain
three times the
own day will be all the brighter for it. Quantity of the 50-cent size. If your
And if some of Uncle Jack's nieces and druggist does not have it, send $1 for a
nephews would like to whisper to him large bottle, express prepaid. (Jarleton
A Hovey, Lowell, Mas?.
that whether they are rich or poor, they
Rev. Father H. E, Lennon, of Sacred
can't be very thankful this year, because Heart
parish, Coos, N. H,, says
of some trial they have to bear, Uncle
I am pleased to endorse Father
"
Jack would like to whisper back again John's Medicine. I consider it the very
that there are certainly some blessings best medicine on the market for the ailMaiden, Mass., Nov. 17, 1901.
for which it is prescribed. I have
left, and that in heaven God will give ments
Dear Uncle Jack:?
used it for a persistent cough, and found
to
Him
joys,
begin
praise
if we
My auntie takes thepaper and I got inter- us added
immediate relief. It is invaluable in
ested in reading the letters, so I thought I in the darkness here. So a very happy this cold climate iluring the Winter season."?Key. H. K. Lenvon.
would write one.
day to all of you 1

-
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Believe in the Boy.
One of the most discouraging things
to a youth who is apparently dull, yet
is conscious of real power and ability to
succeed, is to be depreciated by those
around him, to feel that his parents and
teachers do not understand him, that
they look uponhim as a probablefailure.
When into the life of such a boy there
comes the loving assurance that somebody has discovered him, has seen in
him possibilities undreamed of by others,
that moment there is born within him a
new hope, a light that will never cease
to be an inspiration and encouragement.
If you believe in a boy, if you see any
ability in him (and every human
r«- «l
being is born with ability to do some
one thing well), tell him so; tell bim
that you believe he has the making of a
man in him. Such assurance has often
proved of a greater advantage to a youth
than cash capital.
Unclb Jack.

Colleges and Academies.

St. Edward's Classical Institute
Conducted by Rev. Edward Connolly,
formerly of Boston College and Georgetown University; quick preparation for
the seminary or any class in any college;

instructions private or in classes ; students
admitted at any date; reference, the Rev.
W. G. R. Mullan, S. J., president of Boston
College, 7IJI Harrison ay. For terms address
Rev. EDWARD CONNOLLY, A. M
39 Huntington Avenue, Boston.

,

Tel. Back Bay 708,0r Copley Square Hotel.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
Manchester, N. H.
SCHOOL for young
Please send for catalogue to

BOARDING

ladle*.

The Mother Superior.

Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.

Why Some People Take Cold So Easily in the Fall.
take cold unless
the vital power of
the system is low-

November 23,

10

Preparatory and advanced courses.
For circular address
THE SUPERIOR

Saint Mary's College,
Mount Nkar
EMMITSBTJKG,

MD.
Situated in a healthful mountain district,
miles from Baltimore. Conducted by
secular Clergymen, aidwd by eminent Lay
Professors. Classical, Scientific, Commercial
courses. Separate «lc> anun-nt for young
boys. Nlnety-f»u'th y« ar opens Sept. 11
l'jol. For Catalogues, etc., address Bey.
Wil
liam L. O'Haka, Mt. St Mary's P. 0., Fred
crick Co., Maryland.
sixty

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellealey Hills, Mass.
Academy, situated In the suburbs ol
Boston, Is only a few miles from the city
It la on the line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location Is one of the most

THIS

healthful and picturesque In New England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies la thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the Branches necessary for a refined education. For particulars
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply
to

Sister Superior.

Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages ot 8 and 14.
The object of thisschool Is to give such a gen
«ra! education as wUI fit pupils to enter cr>
lege.

-

The University of Notre Dame,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
FULL COURBES IN CLASSICS, LETTERS, ECONOMICS AND HISTORY,
JOURNALISM, ART, SCIENCE, PHARMACY, LAW. CIVIL, MECHANICAL
and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,

ARCHITECTURE.
THOROUGH PREPARATORY and
COMMERCIAL COURSES.
ROOMS FREE to aU students who have
completed the studies required for admission into the Junior or Senior Year, of any

of the Collegiate Courses.
ROOMS TO RENT, moderate charge to
students over seventeen preparing for
CollegiateCourses.
A limited number of candidates for the
ecclesiastical state will be received at.
special rates.
BT. EDWARD'S HALL, for hoys under
13 years, is unique in the completeness of
its equipments.
The 58th Year will open SEPTEMBER
10th, 1901. Catalogues Free. Address
RBV. A. MORRISSBY,C.S.C., President.

11
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tHIjB jftaaoriaiion for i\\t propagation of flj* Jatfty

to the gratitude with which these officials
are inspired towards them the smoothing down of a thousand difficulties, the
ARCHDIOCKSB OF BOSTON
protection of Christians' interests in nuOgle*: 75 Union Park Btraat, Boston, Mass.
merous circumstances and the deference
Diocesan Director: Bay. Josaph Y. Traoy, D. D.
they show to any desires expressed by
the French consul. It is a frame of
OBJECT OF TEE ASSOCIATION.
m
the ant of special eoaamemeratU* ef the deceased mind more precious at the present day
Ta promste the evangelizing of non-Catholic pea- members ef the committee, or the Band to which he
belong! ; is. On the day of one's admittance to the than the force ofconstraint and the dipplee by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
Association ; 11. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
head will ho the death of me ana I
" This
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus; 14. The lomatic sagacity of ourrepresentatives.
don't
care how soon. I don't want to try
i. Ta recite far the above intention, formed ence layer of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
to
drag
through
I
will
few
words
the
life with pain like this."
say
now
a
on
"
Hail Mary of the morn- the name at an Associate for a deceased member,
far all, the Our Father and
Are lutes coming in_^B^X
af the Association, bat services rendered to philology, to bibli
lag ar evening prayers, adding the following invoca
Children who are members
den t St. Francis Xavier, pray for us. s. To give, have not made their First Communion, may gain the
the
by
to
science
and
to
arts
ography,
monthly
by
performing
pious
some
work
In alms far the missions, at least five cents
above Indulgences

THROBBING
Thousands of Women Cured
of Sick Headache by
Dr. Greene's Nervura.

cents a year. This offering is to be made
regular organization of the Association.
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«community Bandt"
are farmed,
each
baa* sensUting of ten or more persons. The Proofferings
mater ar Head ef a band collects the
of its
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members and turns them over to the Parochial ar
Diaceaan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
ardor ta report and ta devise the best means to furthar the Association.

ANNALS.

Letters frem the missionaries of the Aeseelauen
era aoUeetod and published every other month in the
Annuls, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
ttllaetar af ten contributions or Promoter, and he. n
aha, Is expected to pass it around to the other memben in succession, after which it becomes his or nor
property.
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appointed by their confessor.
11. Partial Indulgences, i. Sevenyears and seven
quarantines every time an Associate performs, In aid
af the Society, any work of devotion or charity; a.

,

,,

timt an Associate assists at the
he rd cf May and jrdof December; |.
tim ? AssocUte recites Our Father
Mary together with the Invocation of St.
ud
Ynx\<A% Xavier
a__ tbaK uidulgences, both plenary and partial,
m applicable to the souls in Purgatory; and all have
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend
Triduum
100
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n

?_,

Archbishop.
gXTRAORDINABT ASSOCIATES.
~?,? who contribute #6.00 a year, tnereby a*
? jr
right to receive for their own exclusive use
Annals, s. All who contribute a ens
;ucopyn ofthethe
f __gJ not i e? than $40.00 for the purpose of es
mbiighinga permanent fund, thus becoming «w«»*m
spiritual

,
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m perpetuity. These may enjoy the above
favors and indulgences perpetually,provided that they
?b"'"" "» ?""' conditions prescribed to the As.

.
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special
The Association has selected aa times of
#e te
and
1. The feast oi the Find- * X */,,
of everyago and af both sexes are ad
Catholics
anniversary
rforfSoaOtaj
,rd,
\u25a0of the
the
the
,? membership, and all are »rne»tly
ex
?nnViaundatlon, in .fa.
The feist of St. Francis mies'ble
Association There U certainly ?
o
|
in
to
Association,
the
ir«
i
,
patron
the
of
ported
the,
Protestan,
""ch
actuate.
Oa those two days the Aisodat on has a Mass eel'»' ?» to "?
contribute more thanUn msTlto*
ebrated In every parish in which tthe work m regain denominations
dollars a year for the propagation of their beliefs
*
ergantxea *
We have the true faith, and we daily pray Thy king
dom
Tet to the extent of how many dollars
BPIBITUAL FA VOHB.
1. Several thousand Masses are offered np « T J>ry ?_| cents yearly do we aid the coming of that king
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- _;om among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
Lag and the deceased members of the Association, s. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results the.
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must
Indulgences.
all the Associates f. Plenary Holy
|. On these means come ?In due proportion rom us; in
Cross, May 1; that proportion there rests upon us through the provthe feast of the Finding of the
a. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 1; 1. On Idence of AlmightyGod, responsibility for the Church'i
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
If arch 15; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, Aug. nruuion to teach all nations. Whatever we give foi
i| i5. On any day within the octaves of the above
this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
feasts J 6. On the feast of the Bpiphany, J»n_6 y. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
Sept.
Michael,
so;
8.
On
all
good
feast
of
St.
measure andpresssd down and shaken togethei
On the
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two ?__( runningover shall they give Into your bosom.'
days chosen by the Associates ; 10. Onco a year, on (Lukevi. |8.)
the dcForPromoter's blanks, tracts, or Information about
the day of the general commemoration ofall
teased members of the Association ;. 1.Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.

thanksgiving:;

Caver

_______

:
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come;

this mission.
"One of its former members has published in Italy a Kurd grammar and a
vocabulary which are still the most clear
and the most reliable of any which have
as yet appeared. The printing-press of
Mossoul has published and re-edited
numbers of French classical works;
grammars, exercises,anthologies, histories, of which use is made in the schools.
It is preparing at the present moment
an Arabic-French dictionary. The Rev.
Father Scheil, a missionary at Mossoul,
is collaborating with his brother, the
celebrated professor of Assyriology at
toe Sorbonne, in the explorations undertaken for the discovery of Assyrian
monuments in the neighborhood of the
town. lie sends him a great number

of documents which have an important
bearing on Assyrian history, which are
either original or else copied. His competence in regard to Assyriology has
been the reason of his having been
named correspondentof the museum at
Constantinople.
Again, as is in fact the case with
all true missionaries, the services rendered by the Dominican Fathers to the
cause of humanity yield in no respect to
\u25a0Jo"? Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Association are respectthose rendered by them to the sciences
fuUy requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other Monsignor Lion,
publication
to
in
the
the prefect of the misAssociates
the
Diocesan
Director
for
the
items of interest for
they will be printed, so sion, was decorated with the ribbon of
REVIEW. If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded
all
the
members.
prayers
of
that tnexr souls may have the benefit of the
the Legion d honneur, for his noble conduct and that of his colleagues during
persons St Vincent's! South Boston.
NOTICE. Promoters and otherAAlassstLsaa
the cholera of 1869 Father Levy most
whose names are printed in these columns Pastor, Rev. George J. Patterson.
letters
in
especially distinguished himself at that
behalf of
are apt to get begging
1901.
Organized
April,
various objects, from parties outside of the
time by the care he gave Mussulmans
Promoters, 70 ; members, 700Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no
Offerings, Sept. Oct.
$38.10 attacked by cholera, and which assured
notice be taken of these appeals, unless they
o
o
o
havereceived theusual diocesan approbation.
to France and to the mist-ion the warmSt. Mary's, Ayer.
est and most lasting sympathy from the
Pastor, Rev. Patrick J. Sheedy.
inhabitants of those parts of the city of
NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
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"Nothing I took helped me. The headaches
returned ail the time, ami I despaired of ever get
ting over them. My back ached, too, and often 1
felt so tired and weak it seemed as though Icould
not go to work. I was tadly run down, and in a
vary nervous condition.
"But I am thankful to say that these terrible
headaches have left me, now that 1 have taken
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy. 1
cannot say too much for what it has done forme.
Ibetr-rn to feel its good effects from i he first dose.
"After the first bottle, my nervousness was
gone, and Ihad but one attack of headache since
takingNervura. 1 have now taker, four bottles
and hare had no return of the trouble."
Just one bottle of Dr. Greene's Nervura
blood and nerve remedy will do you so much
good that you won't feel like the same woman.
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Most Precious Blood, Hyde Park-

Pastor, Rev. JamesJ. Chittick.
Director, Rev. F. H. Houston.
Organized October, 1899Promoters. 70 ; members, 700$13.40
Offerings, November,

Director, Rev. M J. Gleason.
Organized May, 1901.
Promoters, 36 ; members, 370.
Offerings, Sept.-Oct.
«f25.00

St Mary?s Church, Dedham.

On Nov. 10, the twenty-fourth Sunday after Pentecost, a Branch of the
St- Joseph's, Roxbury.
Association for the Propagation of the
Pastor, Rev- Thomas Moylan, P. R.
Faith was organized in St. Mary's Parish.
Director, Rev- Timothy J. Fahey.
Organized February, 1899.
Dedham. At the earlier Masses anPromoters, 80 ; members, 800.
were made telling of the
$41.00 nouncements
Offerings, Sept. Oct.,
of the missions, and how the Asneeds
000
sociation endeavored to supply these
St. Joseph's, Boston.
needs. All adults were urged to become
D.D.,
Byrne,
Rev.
William
Pastor, Very
'
members, and a special plea was made
Y. G.
Director, Rev. John F. Keleher.
for Promoters ; those who could organize
Organized February, 1899.
groups of ten members. To the anPromoters, 56; members, 560.
nouncements
of the earlier Masses was
$53.10
October,
Offerings, August
at
the
last Mass a short account
added
000
origin, and of the
of
the
Association's
St. Joseph's, Ipswich.
accomplished.
has
results it
Pastor, Rev. John M. Donovan.
The usual meeting was held in the
Organized October, 1901.
Promoters. 32 members, 320.
afternoon, and at it some sixty-odd zeal$21.75
OffeiiDgs, November,
ous souls generously volunteered their
000
services as Promoters. These will meet
St. John's, Quincyon the last Sunday of each month ; and
Pastor, Rev. Francis A. Friguglietti.
under the favor of Father Fleming, and
Director, Rev. John J. Casey.
the directorship of Father Nnlty, there
Organized 1900.
Promoters, 25 ; members, 250.
can be no doubt of the success of the
$10 76 cause of Catholic missions in St. Mary's.
Offerings, October,
000
Every second meeting the usual number
Notre Dame dcs Victoires, Bostonof copies of the Annals will be distribPastor, Very Rev. Onesime Renaudier, uted.
S. M.
WORK OF CATHOLIC
Director, Rev. Henri dc la Chapelle, S.M. THE SOCIAL MISSIONS.
Organized January, 1899Promoters, 128; members, 1,600
$"5 00
[Continued.]
Offerings, Sept.-Oct.
000
'\u25a0 The Fathers have several times seen

assisted and snatched away from death
during that terrible winter. The mission,
during its course, exhausted all its
The hospital of the Sisters
Mossoul which had until then been the resources.
was transformed, during four or five
most fanatic amongst its inhabitants. months, into a home for the people,
Eeverend Mother Baint (-Male and her to whom were daily distributed 500 porsister Domitilla, recently deceased, were tions of soup and bread ; one of tbe Fathers himself went from village to village
deeply mourned over by the Mussulin search of wheat to be bought. In
mans of Mossoul, as well as Father Levy,
order to be able to introduce it into the
on account of their devotedness to the town and to bring it to the hospital he
sick during many years. The three dis- was obliged to exercise an influence and
which was really extraordinpensaries of the mission at Mossoul, at an ability gift
of the
ary. The
necessitated
Mar Yacouband at Seert, annually assist the building of a veryclock
tall belfry which
more than 40,000 sick of all religions and rose above the cupola of the"church,
and even from this point of view the
of all ranks.
mission inspired with respect Mussulman
"After the great famine of 1879-1880, fanaticism
which was annoy-! at bethe French government made a gift to holding such a sign of the
Christian rethe mission of a public clock in order ligion raised in the air in face of the
that it might recall to the popnlation minarets and mosques."
[TO BE CONTINUED. 1
the thousands of sufferers from famine
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St- Mary's, Lawrencetheir schools who, alPastor, Very Rev. James T. O'Reilly, former pupils of
Mussulmans, had
were
they
though
0- S. A.
Director, Rev. Daniel A. Leonard, learnt the language of France, returning
ocO. S. A.
to Mossoul as military Pashas or else
Organized January, 1900.
civil positions.
distinguished
cupying
Promoters, 65 ; members, 650.
f14.H3 And consequently the missionaries owe
Offerings, November,
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Try it and see. If you have complications,
get Dr. Greene's free advice by call or letter.
Hit address is 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
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Temperance.
AN OBJECT LESSON ON THE EVIL
OF DRUNKENNESS.
The press in general has been
moralizing on the cost of the inquiry
into the charges of drunkenness
made against Captain Tilley, until
recently in command of the United
States naval station in Guam. The
New York Commercial says about
it:
" There are two United States
warships, with three admirals aboard,
steaming across the Pacific Ocean,
with their prows pointed toward a
wee speck on the map of the world
called Guam. Guam is not unknown
to fame. Indeed, for a little island,
so remote, it has had a large
share of prominence. Since an
American captain entered the harbor of Pago Pago some three years
ago and ran up the Stars and Stripes,
there has been something doing in
Guam almost continually. For three
hundred years previously the manana-loving natives had lolled in the
sunshine of their perpetual summer,
permitting nature to do all the agricultural work. Then one fine day
cime that stern seaman, Captain
Leary, who ordered the inhabitants
to wear clothes, and raise hens instead of fighting-cocks. Apparently
Captain Leary did all there was to
do in the way of exciting interest
in Guam, for his successor, Captain
Tilley, is reported to have taken to
strong drink.
"This is why the two warships
are steaming across the Pacific with
three admirals aboard. These officers and others accompanying them
are to hold a court of inquiry to
ascertain whether it is true that
Captain Tilley has been guilty of
drunkenness and conduct unbecoming an officer. This trial will stand
unique in naval history because of
the immense expense attached to it.
The ' Wisconsin ' and ' Solace,' the
two war vessels taking the officers to the island, will consume
160,000 worth of coal, and the total
cost of the investigation, it is estimated, will run up to $150,000."
?

ANTI-CANTEEN ACTIVITY.
From now on the National Temperance Society, with headquarters
in New York, expects to redouble
its efforts against sentiment which
favors a repeal of the present AntiCanteen Law.
It is reported that a nullifying
amendment has already been framed
in anticipation of the next Congress,
and that the fight will break out in
the early days of the session. This
might be brought about either by a
recommendation from the Army
Board or by the introduction of a
bill; but considering General Miles'
recent statement defending the present law, the temperance people feel
pretty certain that no suggestion of
repeal will come from the War Department.
According to the National Society,
the past attitude of General Miles
has been altogether misunderstood.

He has never been in favor of the
liquor-selling canteen, and has always maintained an active opposition to it. As early as January,
1876, when stationed at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, as Colonel of
the Fifth Infantry, he wrote to the
Chairman of the House Committee
on Military Affairs, recommending
that the sale of alcoholic liquors be
prohibited at all military posts and
reservations. Acting on this suggestion, President Hayes on Feb. 22,
1881, issued an order to this effect,
and in appreciation of General
Miles' efforts to secure such a re-

form he presented him with the pen
with which the order was signed.
As late as July 2, 1898, at the beginning of the Spanish-American
war, General Miles issued an order
warning soldiers against the use of
intoxicants in the tropics, and reminding officers that they could and
should forbid the sale of beer even,
and light wines, if found harmful.
In August, 1901, General Miles sent
out the only appeal that has gone
out in the army from the War Department, asking that the AntiCanteen Law, which took effect in
February, should be faithfully
obeyed. All this, the temperance
people believe, is a sufficient refutation of the reports that the rankiDg
officer of the army has been vacillating in his attitude on the canteen
question.
INTEMPERANCE IN GERMANY.
There are some changes coming
over German social life which, according to the New York Sun, are
net

for the better.

Intemperance,

for instance, seems to be on the increase in the Fatherland. Though
the Germans have never takenkindly
to total abstinence, yet their use of

intoxicants has always been temperate and judicious, the drinking
of beer and wine being looked upon
as a matter of course. Now the Sun
says:?

"The common belief that Germany is saved from the grosser
forms of drunkenness by its excellent beer and light wines of the
Rhine and Mosel seems to be a mistake. Strong liquor is eating its
way into the Fatherland. At Breslau the other day the Society for
Combating the Use of Spirituous
Liquors met no fanatical body ot
prohibitionists, but real workers for
the temperate use of drink, and declared that thirty quarts of spirits
per head of the whole population
are consumed in Germany every
year. The university professors are
trying to induce students to drink
less, and are making a stand against
the Friihschoppen, the morning drinking, but with little effect."
A PRIEST?S OPINION ON THE SUNDAY
OPENING OF SALOONS.

New York is busily discussing the
question whether or not saloons
should be open on Sunday. From a
number of letters on the subject in
a New York paper we take the

Bakes Twelve
Pies At Once
The Glenwood Home Grand range
with asbestos 1 ned oven, and two
oven shelves, bakes three rows offood
evenly at once. The asbestos Lining
triples baking capacity and saves coal.
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following, signed "A Catholic
Priest":?
" The open door of the saloon on
Sunday will be a positive temptation to many a man. It is very
hard as he passes the open door and
sees his acquaintances making
merry over the social glass not to
resist the temptation to join the
crowd. If he does, he will not leave
before he has drunk too much, if
not for his head, at least for his
purse or his stomach. To open the
saloon on Sunday will, therefore, be
a most powerful incentive to drunkenness.
? A Poor Man asks where the
'
"
Catholic priest stands on this question. There is no manner of doubt
where the Catholic Church stands.
The statutes of the archdiocese of
New York, in no uncertain tones,
stand for the saving of the Sunday,
and require the priesthood to resist
the assaults made on the Sunday by
irreligion and the powers of evil.
Even were there no command, the
practical good sense of the priesthood would convince them that Sunday is the day of the home, as well
as it is the day of the Lord, and that
if we would save the spirit of religion among the American people,
we must save the Sunday."

A note in the Catholic Standard
and Times informs us that Father

Mathew's statue in Cork has become
surrounded with public houses,
which have gradually come into being on both sides of Patrick street.
This is a queer way for the city of
Cork to honor the name andfame of
Father Mathew. We hope that
this inconsistent state of affairs will
not be one of the exhibits at the
World's Fair to be held in Cork
next year. The Irish people at home
do not seem to realize the greatness
of Father Mathew as do their
blood-relations in America.

-
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Two distillers of Louisville, Ky.,
recently gave a bronze monument
of Thomas Jefferson to the city.
There is some opposition to this
gift. One citizen is reported as
saying that the money paid for the
statue was blood money, wrung
"
from bleeding hearts of innocent
women and children. It represents
the tears of orphanage and widowhood, and is a sort of concrete expression of destroyed character and
despoiled manhood. Jefferson held
sentiments strongly antagonistic to
whisky both in its drinking and
sale, and it was enough to make
him turn over in his grave at the
thought of having his statue presented to the city by men who had
made their fortune by preying on
helpless drunkards and innocent
women and children."

TEMPERANCE NOTES.

SALE OF

"The last number of the Sacred
Heart Review which we have received has an admirable page on
temperance," is an appreciative note A
sample line from a large importer of
in a recent issue of Our Paper, pub- Swiss Handkerchiefs
was closed out to
price. The goods are
lished at the Concord Reformatory. us at a very lowperfect.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

a

clean, new and

Temperance men will be inter- Ladies' Scalloped, Embroidered, Hemsiitchprl and Lace Trimmed Handested to learn that William P. Sulkerchiefs, a very choice lot, reutular value 25c. and 37Jc. each, inlp
livan, chief of police of San Franat
\m\\ \\S
cisco, who died last week in that choose
Embroidered
and
Scalloppd,
city, was formerly colonel of the Ladies'
Handkerchiefs, filf>
Lace
Trimmed
League of the Cross Cadets, a miliregular value 10c. each, now Oaj.v'
tary organization of Catholic temLadies' Pare Linen Initial Handkerperance boys and young men which chiefs, singly or in boxes «f J
dozen, handsomehand-embroidered
flourishes on the Pacifio Coast.
initial, regular value 19c. ialm
I \u25a0£2*'
each, for
From "Life in Scotland a Hundred Years Ago," a book by James
Murray, M. A., recently published
in Paisley, we learn that, at that
time, Sunday drinking was a great
institution in Scotland, and that
after divine service a bell was rung
lis] CUIUS WHtKt.ALL ILStfAILS. E-\
to call the people from the alekg Mont <"<>ukli Syrup. Tastes Good. U»o C
in time. Sol«l by druggists. ___C 1
was
known
as
houses. This bell
" The Drunken Bell."
m
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knows, probably, that after she has
been admitted to the hospital she
must serve two months on probaConducted by Aunt Bride.
tion. At the end of this period the
Lawrence, Mass., Nov. 2, 1901.
Superintendent will decide that she
hear Aunt Bride .?
may enter for the two years' course,
1 wish to seek information from you concerning the Carney Hospital in Boston. I or she may reject her altogether.
would like to become a nurse in that in- Usually, however, if the applicant
stitution, if I thought it possible for me to
stays out the probationary period,
gain admittance. I am wholly without
she
is considered adapted to the
experience. I know that you have been
most kind in answering questions in the work. After the first two months
Sacred Heart Review, so I thought that
she will begin to attend lectures,
you would be kind to me, also, and give
quizzes.
me Information as to whether I could make notes and go through
the
sick,
learn to become a nurse there. 1 do not She will learn to cook for
know whether inexperienced people are and to do the thousand and one
taken in that hospital or not. Please tell
to make up the
me to whom I should apply, whether I things that go
She will find
to
and
whether
nurses'
routine.
give
daily
reference,
would have
f would receive any pay while learniog.
hardest
kind
of
hard work,
it the
Please answer, in the Sacred Heart Recut
out
for
a nurse, she
but
is
if she
view, these questions as soon as possible.
Also, let me know all that you can, as I will like it better than anything else
am very desirous to do this work. If it
under the sun.
be convenient to you to write di-

AmoJnugst urselves.
O

would

rectly to my home, I would prefer it, hut 1
know that this would probably be imposing too much on good nature. If you would
l«d so kind as to write to my home,? as I
wish to obtain an answer immediately,
I will enclose a stamp. If you find this
impossible, instead of my name, I shall
sign myself

Aunt Bride.

IIrOishf nterest.

?

THE HILLS O? CARRICKBEG.

Anxious.

If "Anxious" will send her inquiries to the Superintendent, Carney Hospital, enclosing a stamped
envelope addressed to herself, she
will undoubtedly learn all she wishes
to know. If she can not get into
Carney Hospital, she might try the
Nurses' Training-School on Long
Island. If she is fortunate enough
to find a vacancy there, she will
have an excellent opportunity to
learn all about the care of the sick.
The school is connected with the
Boston Almshouse and Hospital.
Her letter should be addressed to
the Superintendent of Nurses, the
Nurses' Training School, Long
Island, Boston Harbor. And, of
course, she will enclose a selfaddressed and stamped envelope.
Two references are required at all
hospitals. Her pastor will do for
one, and she may get her present
employer, or some other responsible
person, not a relative, for the other.
She must also have a certificate of
good health from a doctor. A high
school education, or its equivalent,
is requisite. No experience is re«}uired of a student entering any of
the nurses' training-schools. Some
schools require two, and some three,
years' service before a diploma is
given. The pupil nurses get their
board and lodging, and sums varying from five to twelve dollars a
month. At the Long Island school
nurses receive ten dollars during
the first year, and twelve the second
year. Out of this they must buy their
uniforms and books. " Anxious "
must be prepared to do all sorts of
things in the hospital. Being a nurse
means much more than giving medicine and sympathizing with the
patients. Probably the first thing
she will be told to do will be to
scrub the floor. That usually tries
the mettle of the newcomer. If she
really has a vocation for nursing,
she will do anything that is required
without question. If she has entered
because of some romantic expectations, she leaves before the first
month's probation is over. "Anxious"

-
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and bogland with affectionate courtesy. But they are something more
than merely kind. We can believe
that they are both brave and generous, and we can not imagine them
turning their backs either on enemy
or friend.
They bear poverty and

hardship with courage and patience.
The women are magnificently virtuous and pure; the men are sober
and inured by habit to a simple and
hardy life. As a people, they have
many splendid qualities, and but
few blessings. But they are almost
entirely members of the Catholic
Church. Their religion has furnished them with their ideals, and
their natures, in the absence of all
other elevating and refining influences, have been endowed by it
with ennobling emotion and sentiment. Love of their faith has made
them self-sacrificing and devoted,
broadened and enriched their lives.
"Their imaginations, too, have
been quickened by the knowledge
that the son of the poor peasant
might, in the service of his Church,
rise to a posi.ion of power, might
perchance be born in a hovel and
The Catholic
yet die a prince.
Church, then, has largely helped to
make this people what it is?a people to be wholly loved and admired. We, who are Protestants,
may continue to resist strenuously
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The hills o' Carrickbeg, agra, I'm dhramin'
of 'em yet,
An' many a time wud tears for 'em, me
poor ould cheeks are wet,
fection of female beauty?a human
Me poor ould cheeks are wet, agra, me heart
ceramic without a blemish. The
is sick an'«ore
Wud longing for the Irish hills I'll ne'er
Limerick girl is also the highest
be seem' more.
example of exquisite wit and ingenan assimilation, to be
The hills o' Carrickbeg, agra, 'tis I that what seems to us to be the errors of uousness
sure. In other words, while she is
know 'em well,
Catholicism,
but can we not, while not insensible of her sparkle of
'Tis often I could see 'em and I walkln' to
holding our own faith firmly and words, she seems like one who has
Clonmel,
I walkin' to Clonmel, agra, from Carrick trying to spread by every means in never looked frequentlyinto a mirror.
down below,
She has regular, and sometimes very
The sight of 'em would cheer me every step our power our own opinions and be- pretty, teeth; and if
her nose is
keep
before our minds the
liefs, still
I had to go.
often inclined to
and
of
principles
toleration and there is an Irish expression of
The hills o' Carrickbeg, agra, are green as great
green could be,
mutual appreciation? And, re- mouth,' these but add piquancy to
No hills in all America are half so green to membering the kindness
which the other beautiful features."
?

'

me,

\u25a0

No hills In all America, me longin' e'er

could cure

Protestants invariably receive in
Catholic portions of Ireland at the
Odd Bureaux.
hands of Catholics, can we not offer
cordial sympathy and respect to One furniture house in this city (the
those who are their co-religionists Paine Furniture Company) has always
made a specialty of offering odd bureaux
and our fellow citizens ? "
at very low cost. Ordinarily the

To see the hills o' Carrickbeg that rise beyand the Suir!
I love the hills o' Carrickbeg, I love alch
blade o' grass,
O'er which I used to ramble on a Sunday
afther Mass,
THE GIRLS OF LIMERICK.
Ah, Sunday afther Mass, agra, young heart
an' lively leg,
A writer in the San Francisco
I roamed wud friends an' neighbors o'er
Argonaut
says: "If asked 'Where
Carrickbeg!
the hills o'
are
the
prettiest girls in the world?'
'Tis often as a boy, when I remembered I will immediately reply in LimIreland's wrong,
erick, Ireland. There is a freshness
Or when the heart widin me thrilled at
of face, lustrousness of eyes, healthsong,
some old Irish
color and complexion
In fancy I could hear the noise o' battle fulness of
about the Limerick girls, en masse,
rise an' swell,
the sweepstakes
An' see the foemen flyln' from the hills I that carry off
loved so well!
trophy. The girls of Cork, and
The hills o' Carrickbeg, agra, I never more of

the lakes

?

in fact,

of the

all the way down from
are somewhat of the LimUntil I die they'll only be a memory to me, Dublin
A memory Is all they'll be an' even erick order. In form they constiwhen I die,
tute a happy medium between the
This poor ould body will be laid benaith rotund English maids across one
an alien sky.
channel and the sylph-like Parisian
Ah, those that stay at home they little demoiselles beyond the other.
know what n:e endure,
" But theLimerick face is the percountry

can see,

?

?

Poor exiles who have left behind the valley
of the Sulr,
They don't know how we'd lonj; to roam
from Coolnamuck to Cregg,
Once more to faste our eyes upon the hills
o' Carrickbeg.
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Thomas Louden, barnster-at-law,
in the course of an able article in an
Irish Unionist paper, writes of the
peasantry of Donegal:?

" These kindly-hearted and
pitable fellow countrymen of

selling

of a bureau separately from a suit means
an increase In cost, because the suit is
broken, but this house designs these bureaux independently of any other piece,
and sells them at very low prices to accompany brass and metallic bedsteads.
They make a fine display of such bureaux
this week.
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pated, with almost a childish pleasure, the
time when he might don the tinseled and
btjeweled garments of Shakespeare's
greatest lover. At last came the night of
Carlncci's farewell to the stage. The
Grand Opera House was crowded to the
doors, andjnever before had it contained
such a representative audience. Shortly
before the overture was begun, Angelo

For the manifold gifts and graces
That have fallen to our share,
For the cheer of familiar faces
As we tread life's thoroughfare ;
For the friendships that are unbroken,
The feuds that have passed away,
entered a box, and few that noticed him
While Thy praise by the land Is spoken,
knew thathe was the much-talked-of sucWe thank Thee, Lord, today.
cessor to Carlucci. He viewed the splenFor the boon oflife and the duties
did andience with mingled feelings of
Each (lay wiih its dawning brings;
sorrow and delight sorrow that his
For the ken of the hidden beauiies
Which dwells in the lowliest things;
benefactor was to sacrifice himself in reFor that sense of ourselves which humbles, tiring from the stage
delight that such
Anil checks the condemning word,
an audience had assembled to honor his
By our siile when a brother stumbles,
retirement.
We give Thee thanks, O Lord.
When the opera began and the tenor
For the spirit which bade defiance
came upon the stage there was a demonTo doubt and discouragement,
stration that interrupted the performance
For the weakness that placed reliance
for many minutes. Again and again CarIn Thee when our strength was spent; lucci bowed his acknowledgments, but
For the aid of those inspirations
there was no quieting them untiltheir enWhereby higher our efforts soared.
thusiasm was spent. He was apparently in
And the conquest of fell temptations,
splendid form, and he sang his role with
We thank Thee, benignant Lord.
a vigor and, at times, a tenderness that
For the meed of our toil and labor,
evoked long continued plaudits. Nevergifts
Tby
graciousness
Tue
of
;
theless, all during the first act Argelo felt
For that view which discerns a neighbor
a vague presentiment that something
In each creature in distress ;
wonld occur to mar the success of the
For the joys of love and the laughter
night. At the close of one of the scenes
That banishes care away,
And for faith in tbe glad hereafter.
he visited Carlucci in his dressing-room
We give Thee thanks today.
and inquired if be felt well.
"Ah! Angelo!" the tenor answered,
with an air of gaiety that was foreign to
From the Rosary Magazine.
his usual placid manner, " who could
THE TRAGEDY OF A VOICE.
feel otherwise than well with snch a reBY JOHN A. FOOTE.
ception. Do I not sing well? It is the
tfljrt of my life. Tonight I will surpass
{Conclusion )
myself, and tomorrow,"?his face clouded
From the very beginning, the tenor unconsciously? "tomorrow I will hand
realized that his pupil, with youth and my laurel wreath to you, my young friend.
beauty to assist his marvelous voice, Why should I not be happy? But now yon
would set the musical world In a furore, must leave me, for I must prepare for the
and that even his own achievements balcony scene."
Angelo returned to his box with his
would pale into insignificance before the
new star. So he determined to hold his forebodings strengthened, rather than disown prestige In the kingdom of song as pelled, by the interview- When Carlucci
long as his voice would permit. There sang his opening notes in the next scene,
would be plenty of time for Angelo after Angelo saw that he was forcing himself.
It seemed an eflort for him to sing; and
that, he told himself.
Despite this apparent selfishness of then an unprecedented thing occurred
Carlucci s, a wonderful friendship existed Carlucci, the irreproachable, got out of
between the two men, but praise had be- tune. The conductor made frantic efforts
come to the tenor almost as dear as life to lead him back to the proper pitch, bat
itself, and though he loved Angelo with he continued to sing farther and farther
an affection that was almost paternal, his away from the key, until at last, after a
vanity would not allow him to sacrifice ludicrous squawk, he stopped short with
a gesture of pitiable despair and signalled
fame on the altar of friendship.
Carlucci was now almost forty-five the stage manager to lower the curtain.
years old, and for the past three years he He was trembling with agitation when
had watched with a morbid fear for any Angelo met him in the wings.
sign of weakness in his voice. He knew
" I do not know what happened," he
that he could not preserve the youthful said, his dark face working withrepressed
I feit a terrible pain in my
vigor of his tones for many more years, .motion.
and he wished to be able to notice, before throat, and I determined to continue singcritics should, the signs of deterioration. lag at all hazards. Then, in an instant, I
Now, he told himself, the time had com. realised that my power was gone, that I
Oh! the horror of
for his retirement. Apparently In the could sing no longer.
prime of his career, he would make way that moment!"
He placed his hands to his face and the
for Angelo's appearance, and thus reap
the benefit of praise for his seemingly tears trickled through his fingers that
with the jewels of Romeo.
magnanimous act. He was flattered by were covered
the storm of protest that the announce- After a little while he turned to the manimploring gesture: "Tell
ment of his intention created. The critics ager with an
\
u
25a0
could
not help it," he said.
that
I
the them
bewailed that the stage was to lose
\u25a0 I will do better than that," said the
and
stoutly
tenor
of
the
age,"
greatest
will consent, I
asserted that no novice could take Car- manager. " If your pupil
of your
that
on
account
will
satisfaction.
The
announce
to
their
place
lucci's
finish
he
has
to
illness
consented
public wrote letters of indignant protest sudden
the
andience
not
part.
Then
will
be
your
said
matnewspapers
that,
and
no
to the
»way disappointed."
ter how well Carlucci's pupil might sing, obliged to go
Carlucci turned impulsively toward
he could not act his roles like the great
tenor. The manager, fearing a lack of Angelo.
m say that you consent," he said.
patronage, besought Carlucci to reconI am willing to do it if yon wish it,'
sider his determination,but the tenor reAngelo.
answered
obdurate.
mained
was made, and after
announcement
me,"
You
for
he
said
the
The
may
say
to
"
reporters who interviewed him, " that my a short delay, the curtain arose showing
successor has a remarkable voice, and Angelo as Kjmeo. A subdued murmur
that I have taken great care in its train- ran through the audience, and it was eviing. That a fair test of his abl.ity may dent that bis beauty had created a most
be made, I agree to make my last appear- favorable impression.
"Very fine stage presence," said the
ance in a magnificent performance of
Rjmeo and Juliet,' the character of critics to one another. " We wonder if
'
Borneo being considered my best role, and he can sing?"
As if in answer to the Intangible chalmy pnpll will play the same character on
lenge, his clear, young voice rang out In
the following evening."
Angelo attendedrehearsals, and antlcl the love scene and thrilled the vast
?

?

?

?

"

"

audience, until, at the last note, they
burst forth into a tumult of applause that
far exceeded in enthusiasm the reception
accorded to Carlucci. Both voice and
singer seemed divine; never before had
they observed such a combination of
physical and vocal beanty.
Carlucci sat in the back of Angelo's
box noting, with a strange feeling of pain,
the ovation that Ms pupil was receiving.
His variable temperamenthad thrown him
into the farthest depths of despondency,
and now occupied solely with his own
gloomy thoughts, he sat and brooded In
silence.
Now," he muttered, " I will be forgotten, or at the best, remembered only
for the purpose of detrimental comparison. The fickle public has found a new
favorite; they will not remember that it
was I who discovered and introduced
their new idol; they will only say i ' Carlucci has broken down and can no longer
sing, and weare glad, for his pupil excels
him.'"
He was almost mad with vexation and
wounded vanity. He thought of what
the critics w< uld say the following day.
He wished that he might die rather than
read their bitter writings about bis failure.
Die! " the thought becameeven pleasing to him now. Might he not better die;
for life now would be nothing to him.
He knew that his voice would never return, for he could scarcely talk. Romeo
died when he lost his love, and since he
had lost the art for which he lived, was
it not as well that he, too, should die? The
hereafter? "Bah! Let the hereafter
take care of Itself!
Muttering this to himself, in a frenzy
of despair, he strode to his dressingroom, and selecting a sharp, two-edged
dagger, placed it in his waistcoat, and
waited the coming of Angelo.
He could hear the applause from the
auditorium as the door opened, and the
young tenor entered, smiling and flushed
with triumph. He rushed forward and
seized Carlucci's hands in his.
" Listen! " he said, turning toward the
door as the sound of the applause conAnd I owe it all to you, dear
tinued.
friend!" He glanced at Carlucci and
noticed his despondent air. A faint inkling of the cause of his friend's moodiness came to him, and he continued:
" Come, you are tired, you are not well;
you need not try to hide it from me. This
last night has proven too much for you,
dear Carlucci, and you have overworked.
I will not keep you waiting long, for I
will be dressed in a few minutes, and we
will have that little supper we agreed to
have.''
A half hour later they crossed the
street to the cafe, which had plajed such
an important part in Angelo's history,
and sat at one of the tables. They fonnd
several of their friends there, and the
waiters are moving busily through the
bine haze of cigarette smoke. Carlucci
had evidently forgotten his gloominess,
for he invited several of his friends to
Join in the supper which he ordered, and
he was the gayest of the party.
At the close of the meal, when the
others were chatting and smoking over
their coffee, Carlucci drew hia chair away
from the table and ro*e to his feet. He
commenced to talk In a low though perfectly audible tone of voice, and the hum
of conversation died away, while those
seated at the tables turned towards him,
smiling in expectation of a good story or
a clever toast.
My friends," said he, such of you
as happened to be in this room on a certain
memorable night, about five years ago,
will remember that I found a little boy
starving on the staircase outside; some
of you will, perhaps, recognize the same
little boy in my friend Angelo, who so
bravely took my place tonight when my
voice failed me. The manager told you
that I was ill, bntthat is not true, gentlemen. I am worse than ill ?my voice
has deserted me. It has gone from me as
the soul flees from the human body. I
know that It will never return."

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
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He paused for an instant, and Angelo
attempted to speak, but the singer commanded silence with an imperious gesture,
and then went on i?
But I have left a worthy successor.
All that art could do has been done for
the voice of Angelo, and you, who have
heard him sing tonight, know what his

"

future will be. I, who know him better
than any of you, tell you that he will go
into history as the greatest singer of all
time. I do not beg for praise, my friends;
but when this thing that I have predicted
shall have come to pass, I demand in
justice that it shall also be written i' Carlucci made him what he is.'"
He said this with a proud ring In his
husky voice, and stood for a moment with
his head erect, as if he dared a contradiction. Little recking what was forthcoming, the party listened to his words with
grave interest, and toyed with their wineglasses, while he went on with a mournful pathos in his voice :?
" We have loved each other dearly, this
boy and I, since the beginning of our
friendship. Do I not speak the truth,
Angelo? No son and father ever shared
more affection than we gave each other.
But now I know full wellthat when Angelo
grows famous Carlucci will be forgotten,
and then I will grow to hate him. Yon
are horrified, but I can not help it; it is my
cursed vanity and my cowardice that
drives me to this evil remedy. Do not
molest me; I am determined!"
A cry of horror arose when they saw
him draw the gleaming dagger, but Angelo, who had anticipated this sequel
from Carlucci's words,was upon him with
an agile leap before he could harm himself. Grasping the hand that held the
weapon, he forced It back until the handle
of the dagger rested against Carlucci's
breast. For an instant the two men
swayed in a desperate embrace. Then
Carlucci, la a sudden effort to free himself, stumbled over the leg of the table,
and both men fell heavily to the floor.
A terrible groan came from Angelo, his
body quivered for an Instant; then the
two forms lay strangely still, while a tiny
stream of blood trickled out and stained
the light tiling of the floor.
Carlucci's friends knew that a catastrophy had occurred, but they did not
realize its extent until Angelo had been
lifted up, with the blood gushing in a
torrent from a jigged wound in his
breast above his heart. Evidently he had
fallen upon the dagger which he had tried
to wrest from the crazed Carlucci, and
before they could remove his garments
preparatory to bandaging the wound, he

expired.
A physician who happened to be In the
restaurant examined Carlucci, who was
unconscious, and found to be suffering
from a depression in the back of the

skull, which he received when his head
struck against the marble coping of the
wall. He was taken to a hospital, and
the remains of Angelo w«re taken in
charge by his friends and quietly interred,
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after the customary investigation had
been made by the authorities.
For weeks Carlucci's life hung in the
balance. Then, after an operation of
great delicacy, he recovered his health,
disappeared from his old haunts and was
forgotten.
In a cloistered religious community, in
Italy, whose rigid discipline is famous
for its severity, there is a tall, whitehaired ma", noted for his excessive zeal
in performing penance. In the community he is known as Brother Antonio,
and few who see him know that he was
once the famous tenor, Carlucci, or suspect the tragedy that is hidden beneath
his humble garb.
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two eggs. A little chopped sausage and delicate.
is esteemed an improvement when follows:?

well mixed in with the other ingredients. Or, mince a dozen oysters
and stir into the dressing; and, if
partial to the oyster taste, wet the
bread-crumbs with the oyster liquor.
The effect upon the turkey meat,
particularly that of the breast, is
very pleasant. Stuff the craw with
this, and tic a string tightly about
the neck, to prevent the escape of
the stuffing. Then fill the body of
the turkey, and sew it up with strong
thread. This and the neck string
are to be removed when the fowl is
dished. In roasting, if the fire is
brisk, allow about ten minutes to

the pound ; but it will depend very
much upon the turkey's age whether
when from this rule holds good. If the roasting
be done in an oven, laying the turthe pilgrim key in the pan, put in with it a tea-

THANKSGIVING.
BY

JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Ah! on Thanksgiving Day,
East and from West,
From North and South, come
and guest,
spoonful of hot water. Many houseWhen the gray-haired New Englandersees
keepers roast always upon a grating
round his board
The old broken links of affection restored, placed on the top of the
thus
When the care-wearied man seeks his
steams the under
boiling
water
the
mother once more,
And the worn matron smiles where the part of the fowl, and prevents the
girl smiled before,
skin from drying too fast, or crackWhat moistens the lip and what brightens
ing. Roast to a fine brown, and if
the eye ?
What calls back the past like the rich it threatens to darken too rapidly,
pumpkin pie?
lay a sheet of white paper over it
(),? fruit loved by boyhood the old days until the lower part is also done.

pan:

!

recalling,
When wood-grapes were purpling and
brown nuts were falling!
When wild, ugly faces we carved in its

skin,

Glaring out through the dark with a candle

within!
When we laughed round the corn heap,
with hearts all in tune,
Our chair a broad pumpkin,?? our lantern
the moon,
Telling tales of the fairy who travelled
like steam,
With a pumpkin-shell coach, with two
rats for her team.

THANKSGIVING

COOKERY.

In selecting a turkey, see that the
flesh is white, that the bird is short,
plump and fat, and that the end of
the breastbone is soft and flexible.
Treat this bird with great respect.
Season it well with salt, and fill the
breast and body with well seasoned
dressing. Spread soft butter over
the breast, legs and sides, dredge
thickly with flour, and put in a hot
oven where the butter and flour will
unite to make a frothy crust. After
the turkey is browned the heat
should be reduced. Baste every fifteen minutes with the gravy in the
pan. The coating of flour and butter, the constant generous basting
and the low heat for the greater
part of the cooking, will ensure a
tender, juicy, well seasoned dish.
After cleaning the turkey, rinse
out with several waters, and, in next
to the last, mix a teaspoonful of
soda. The inside of the fowl, especially if purchased at the market,
is sometimes very sour, and imparts
an unpleasant taste to the stuffing, if
not to the flesh. The soda will act
as a corrective, and is, moreover,
very cleansing. Fill the body with
this water, shake well, empty it out
and rinse with clean water. Then
prepare a dressing of bread-crumbs,
mixed with butter, pepper, salt,
thyme, or sweet marjoram, and wet
with hot water or milk. One may, if
it is liked, add the beaten yolks of

Stew the chopped giblets in just
enough water to cover them, and
when the turkey is lifted from the
pan, add these, with the water in
which they were boiled, to the drippings; thicken with a spoonful of
browned flour, wet with cold water
to prevent lumping; boil up once
and pour into the gravy boat. If
the turkey is very fat, skim the drippings well before putting in the
giblets. Serve with cranberry sauce.
CRANIIEKRY SAUCE.

To one pound of cranberries, after
they are picked over and washed,
allow one pound of granulated sugar
and half a pint of water. Put the
sugar and water into a porcelain
kettle and let it come to a boil; then

put the berries in. After they begin
to boil, allow full ten minutes for
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Try the recipe which

For a large pudding, which will
serve eighteen people, use three
pints of milk, one quart of cracker
crumbs, one gill of butter, three
gills of sugar, one tablespoonful of
cinnamon, one nutmeg (grated
one teaspoonful of salt, six eggs,
one pound of stoned raisins, eight
ounces of currants, four ounces each
of citron, candied orange peel, and

,

candied lemon peel. Have the
cracker crumbs rolled fine. Mix
the butter, spice and salt with them.
Heat the milk to the boiling-point
and pour it on the dry mixture. Set
away to cool. Chop the citron and
lemon peel fine, and then add all
the fruit to the cracker mixture.
Beat together the yolks of the eggs
and sugar until light; then stir into
the mixture. Beat the whites of
the eggs to a froth and stir them
into thepudding, mixing thoroughly.
Butter one large mould or two of
medium size and turn the mixture
into them. The moulds should be
only two-thirds full. Cover, and
steam for five hours. When cold,
set away in a cool, dry place.
On
Thanksgiving Day steam for two
hours. Serve with a hard sauce,
made as follows :?
One-half cupful of butter, beat
until very soft, then add gradually
one cupful of powdered sugar, and
beat together until light and creamy;
flavor with vanilla or lemon. Put
away in a bowl covered with a damp
cloth until needed.
A Thanksgiving dinner is not
complete without fruit. There is
no lack of good fruit in the market.
Order some late pears, brightcheeked apples, dark and light
grapes, and some oranges. Arrange
this fruit on a large, flat dish and
garnish with leaves. Have a dish
of cracked nuts, as well as a dish of
handsome layer raisins. Provide
confectionery in plenty, and your
dinner will certainly be a success.
MINCE PIE.

MRS,

H.

ROBERTS

Says to All Sick Women: (Jive
" I
Mrs. Pinkhain a Chance,
Know She Can Help Ton as
She Did Me."
"Dear Mrs. Pixkham : The world
jpraises great reformers; their names
and fames are in the ears of everybody,
and the public press helps spread the
good tidings. Among them all Lydia
E. Pinkham's name goes to posterity

MRS. H. F. BOBEBTS,
County President of "W. C. T. TJ., Kansas
City, Mo.
with a softly breathed blessing from
the lips of thousands upon thousands
of women who have been restored to
their families when life hung by a
thread, and by thousands of others
whose weary, aching limbs you have
quickened and whose pains you have
taken away.
" I know whereof I speak, for I have
received much valuable benefit myself
through the use of L«ydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
tor years f uave known dozens of women who have snflered with troubles
peculiar to theirsex. who are strong and
well today, simply through the use of
your Compound."?Mrs. H. F. Roberts,
1404 Mi Gee St., Kensss City, Mo.?
$5,000 forfeit ifabove letl'mortial if not gen-

uine.
Don't hesitate to write to Mrs. Pinkham. She will understand your case
perfectly, and will treat you with kindness. Her advice is free, and the address is Lynn, Mass.

pound of currants well cleansed,
one pound of citron shaved thin.
The dried and candied peel of one
orange and one lemon finely
shredded. One pound of suet
chopped fine, one pound of brown
sugar, one quart of molasses, two
quarts of cider, one pint of boiled
sweet cider, one-half cup of salt
two nutmegs grated, one tablespoon
each of mace and cinnamon, and
one teaspoon each of allspice, cloves
and white pepper. Cook all together half an hour after it begins
to bubble. When using it for pies
add one-half to one teaspoon of rosewater for each pie. If you prefer
not to use the cider use the extra
vinegar from your sweet pickled
peaches or pears, or use the juice of
six lemons and six oranges, or one
or two tumblers of currant or plum
jelly, or any bright, seedless marmalade. If the mixture lacks moisture add at the time of baking some
clear tea or coffee, or meat stock.

boiling; then pour all into a mould
A subscriber from Quincy, Mass.,
which has previously been wet in sends us the following request:
cold water; this will prevent the
Will you please reprint the recipe
jelly sticking to the mould. Let it for" mince pie which was in Household
stand all night or longer; it will column of the Review in November,
then turn out like jelly, and will be 1898 ? I found it an excellent recipe
lost it."
found to be sweet and yet tart. A but havesubscriber
Our
must have made a
be
as
quantity
may
prepared,
larger
the date this reregarding
mistake
it will keep as well as any jelly.
cipe appeared, as we find that in
PUMPKIN PIE.
November of 1897 and 1899 we
Pare the pumpkin and cook in printed recipes for mince pie, but
but little water, so that when done that none was given in the Thanksit can be sifted quite dry. Add giving number of 1898. We give
sugar to taste, an egg for each pie, herewith the recipe which appeared
and milk enough to make of re- in 1899, and should this prove to be
Marion.
quired stiffness. A tablespoonful not the one our subscriber wishes,
is
pie
to
each
an
or two of cream
we will be glad to send her the other
How s This!
improvement. Flavor with nutmeg, one, which was printed in 1897.
oner One Hundred Dollars Uewmn for
We
ginger.
Have
cinnamon and a little
Four pounds of beef from the
ready a nice, light crust, and bake round or shoulder, stewed in barely F. J. CHKNEY CO.. Prop...
Tole*,, o.
well in deep, perforated tin plates. water to cover, cooled and chopped
fine, using the fat also if there be
OLDFABHIOXEP PLUM PCDDIKG.
not
but a small amount. One peck of obligations made by SB ta.""7 ° Ut "y
In making plum pudding do
WBST A TMDAX,
fall into the error of having it too tart apples, quartered, pared and
Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, O.
fine.
Use
if
k
?"a*
chopped
greenings
*ABvnr.
rich for with such a substantial
Druggists,
Wholesale
*
Toledo, O
n
Cure ls taken internally act
dinner the pudding should be light possible. Four pounds of raisins, \Sg****
u25a0\u25a0£*£! lH*!atarrh
"Pon the blood and nmcous mr
of the system. Prien
It is possible to make an excellent seeded, and the largest quartered. faces
Sold by all Druggista.
One
pound
of seedless raisins, one Hall's Family
plum pudding which shall be light
Pills are
?

*

i..

the best.
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THE FRENCH

THE SACKED HEAKT
PIGEON

NaSensd onsense.

SERVICE.

sis

Mas. Bbicabrac.? Good gracious,

THE MODERN STOVE POLISH!

Bl G G E Ft
X

paper.
Grocer.?Fly-paper ? What do you
Under this system the carrier-pigeons
fly-paper this weatherfor?
want
be
used
above
for
connecting
are to
all
the fortresses one with another and all Boy.? Fer kites.
with the capital. For this purpose each
Pbnner (waiting for dinner).?I think
borderfortress has pigeon-houses for the
adjacent fortresses, as well as for Paris music makes a man hungry.
Deßrcsbe.? I am acquainted with
or for some intermediatestation en route
to Paris. Each line of flight is about 200 several ambitious young composers who
know it does.
miles.
Paris is thus connected directly with
"Hi was a man of strong will," rethefortresses on thenorthernborder. For marked
one friend of the deceased.
the fortresses on the northeastern fron"Yes," agreed the other; "I hear
Langres
tier
is the intermediatestation.
that even the heirs despair of breaking
quate.

?

November 23, 19<U.

16

©Enameline

The siege of Paris taught the value of
carrier or homing pigeons, and in conseShe.?l suppose you will commit suiquence of that experience the French
cide
if I refuse you.
government has given much attention
He.?That has been my custom.
to this means of military communication. In case of war it is expected that
Boy.? Gimme fi' cents worth o' flythe present system will be entirely ade-

For the fortified places southeast of
Paris, Lyons serves as relay station. Ten
lines of flight run to Paris, five to Langres, and the stations are organized so
as to be capable of keeping Paris in communication with all important places for
at least six months.
Lately carrier-pigeons have been found
to be very useful in the reconnoissance
work of cavalry. The officers' patrols,
pushed out well to the front, carry
pigeons along for messenger service,
thus avoiding the weakening of the
patrol from sending back cavalry messengers to make thereports. Moreover,
a pigeon will go more quickly and surely
than a cavalryman through a strange
country occupied by the enemy. Each
cavalry brigade has thirty pigeons, and
a patrol carries six, two men being required to convey them.
Another application, as is well known,
is for naval communication with ports
or coast fortifications. Until wireless
telegraphy has proven more reliable and
certain, pigeons will be used. They have
been found capable of covering as much
as 300 nautical miles very effectively.
The engineers are charged with thecarrier-pigeon stations in time of peace.
The frontier stations have now about
three hundred birds, which serve two or
three lines of flight. The homing stations
at Lyons, Langres and Paris are much
stronger. The training begins when the
pigeons are about four months old, and
their flights are progressively increased
in the first year from thirteen to 200
miles ; in the following years they are
increased to 500 miles.
There are also many private pigeon
stations, which become availablefor the
army by law in timeof war.
Since 1895 carrier-pigeons have been
used in the garrison andfield manoeuvres.
For mounted patrols they are carried in
baskets like knapsacks, either singly in
a basket, or in cylindrical tubes which
are placed horizontally in the baskets.
The baskets are of various sizes, for one,
two or three pigeons. Another method
has been tried recently, namely, carrying with the troops a portable pigeonhouse, the idea being that the pigeons
will return to this wagon, even if the
latter has changed its position since
the pigeons were sent out. These portable stations are designed to accompany
the commanders, and to serve as places
of assembly for the pigeons sent out
with their messages by officers' patrols.
New YorkSun.
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FIREPROOF!!

Printer.? How many copies of that
got for buying so much. It's worth at
least a dollar, and the tea we don't use book do you want me to print?
we can throw away.
Publisher.? Let'B see. We are advertising advance orders for one hunAt a recent examination a class of dred thousand, aren't we?
little tots was being questioned on natYes."
ural history. " What bird is it," asked
" Well, print six hundred. Let's see
the inspector, " that is found in Africa, how it goes."
and, although it has wings, can not
it."
fly ? " After a brief hesitation a little
" No, I'm not very well impressed
with
the house," said the prospective
girl
of four yearß put up her hand.
Mrs. Crawford. My husband has
tenant. " The yard is frightfully small;
my
Well,
the
indear,"
become very hard to please.
little
said
"
there's hardly room for a single flower
Mrs. Craushaw.? It is a good thing spector, "what is it? "
bed."
I'lease, sir, a dead 'un ! "
for you, my dear, that he was not
" Think so ? " replied the agent; "but
always that way.
er?mightn't you use folding flower
Hans Jansen,a Dane, appearedbefore
beds?"
a
Kansas
take
naturalizajudge
to
out
Teacher.? Anything that is trans*
tion papers. " Hans," said the judge,
"This," said the artist, "is a battle
parent may be easily seen through.
you
are
with
the
general
satisfied
conNow, Emma, you may mention some- "
scene time, say, the year 2.000 a. d.
ditions of the country? Does this gov- The defending force is on the extreme
thing that is transparent.
ernment suit you ? "
right of the canvas
Emma.?Any kind of keyhole.
"
" Yas, yas," replied the Dane, " only " I can't see them," observed his
First Doctor. Has the trouble I vould like to see more rain."
friend.
"Bwear him!" exclaimed the judge.
reached an acute stage ?
" Certainly not; they are strongly
Second Doctor.?l should say it had. " I see that he already has the Kansas entrenched
"
I've paid him forty-six visits and I have- idea-"
Can't see any entrenchments."
"
~
n't received acent'on account!
"Of course you can't. The entrench
"There, my dear," said the returned
hunter, " there's one bird for you, any- ments are skilfully concealed from view."
"O mamma ! " cried little Bob one day, way. Bagged him just as I was about to
" I should think you'd show some big
guns or something."
" when you stroke pussy's fur this way give up in dißgnst."
you can feel the 'lectricity, and when
" Xon*enne ! The guns are disappearOh, George! she exclaimed, " it's a
ing guns, and they have disappeared."
you put your ear down you can hear her carrier-pigeon, isn't it?
"Well, how about the attacking
trolley! "
" Not much I It's a quail."
force? "
Bat it has a card tied to its leg with
Havb you heard that Turnabout has
" Over here on the left all under
some message on it. Let's see. It says:
changed his business again? "
cover. You can't expect them to expoultry
game,
Jones,
and
Central pose
' John
"No. What is it this time? "
themselves to the spectator any
Market.'"
more than to the enemy."
" Livery."
"Well, he can't complain of not being
"Well, your picture is a mere landUnclb.? What are you crying for,
on a stable basis this time."
scape."
Georgie ?

"

__^__

?

"

?

\u25a0

?

?

"

"

"

"

"

Novelist (desperately).? Unless my
book succeeds at once, I shall starve to
death!
Publisher (cordially).?My dear sir, I
commend your resolution. Nothing yon
could do would better advertise your
work, I think.

" I should like to know when you are
going to pay that bill. I can't com.
here every day in the week."
" What day would suit you best?"
"Saturday."
"Very well, then, you can call every
Saturday."
Weary-Looking

Man.? Doctor, can

insomnia be cured ?
Doctor. Nothing easier. Anyone
can fall into a sound sleep by simply
trying to count a thousand.
Man.? Y-e-s; but our baby can't
?

count.

?

Yes; but I take it that's how a
Georqie.?Teacher caned me because
1 was the only one boo-hoo able to battle will look in 2,000."
answer a question today.
Uncle (indignantly) ?This is scandalous, my poor boy ! What was the ques-

"

?

?

tion?

Georqie (between sobe).

?

Who put

the bent pin in teacher's chair?

> JtSofi
liMir
J
jmajjlllll l|*

WRITE

Forbes & Wallace,
Springfield, Mass.,
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/|V Meneely BellComi^ny

FOB ANYTHING IN

_?_Vn

Dress Goods, Silks,

Msnuisdu's
'?

I

Flannelettes, Cottons,
Flannels, Fancy Goods,
Draperies, Laces, Gloves, etc.

Write them for anything you cannot
Ernest (a college boy, to George, his to
advantage at your own home.
I
bedfellow).?
say,
George,
chum and
are you asleep ?
Georok (drowsily from the pillow).?
No.
Ernest. Then lend me a dollar; I
452 MAIN STREET.
want to go and
Worcester.

Organs

- '.

%

i_

r~

Su J>, '"",?.

x
________.t1

*

«?""*?_

buy

People's Savings Bank

?

George.?l'm

asleep, I say.

Mina, how could you have broken that

INCORPORATED MAY 15,1864

DOMINION LINE.
DnQTMI QUEKNHTOWN

Deposits pnt upon Interest on- the first
be the day
DUO lUN LIVERPOOL
precious vase? It was 400 years old.
" I tbll you, golf is going tolengthen
of February, May, August and November.
Fast Mail and Passenger Service
Mina (calmly).? Oh, if it was an old salvation of the nation and
BANK
»to 4: Saturday, Sto 1 and
by the Twin-Bcrew8.8.
I to 8. HOURS:
S. B. HEY wool), President.
thing like that, you can take it out of our days by decades."
BKNT, Treasurer
M.
in
C.
go
ancestors
for
didn't
" But our
my next week's wages.
golf."
(New) 13,000 Tona
11,600Tons
l)ibus (facetiously).?This
is a picture
New England sails Wed., Oct. 9, Nov. 6.
"And where are they now ? All dead!'
CHAS. STRATTON & SON

Niw England

Coin.onwia.tb

«

of my wife'sfirst husband.
Dobbs.?Great snakes I What a brainMb. Newcomb (examining the grocery
less looking idiot! But I didn't know bill, one item of which was tea, $10, reyour wife wag married before she met provingly).? My dear, we can never use
you.
so much tea before it spoils.
Dibbs.?She wasn't. That is a picture
Mbs. Newcomb. I know it, but you
of myself at the age of twenty.
haven't seen the dear littlechina plate
?

Dealers in

BOOTS, SHOES andKUBBERS
77 Liverett Bt.| Boston.
Lowest Prices for Solid Goods.

Commonwealth sails Wed-. Sept. 25. Nov2S.
BBDUOED BATES NOW IN ITOBCE.
Saloon, aso. upwards; 2nd Saloon,
*><
Third Class atlow rates.

*

Portland (Ma.), Uiarpoel Senrfoe.
Dominion,

Sept. 14,
Cambroman, Sept. 21
Saloon, »50; 2nd Cabin, $87-SO.
Office,
77 State street.
Company's
RTOIIAHIiN. MILLS
00.. Man't Aftß

*

n

